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United Press International In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round ent ky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, July 9, 1969 10. Per Copy
3% UTILITY TAX I
Repair Of County Bridge Is
Urged By Two County Voters
Two ladies appeared before
the Calloway Fiscal Court last
night to discuss with the court
the possibility of repairing or
at the present time is broken in
at the center spann.
The bridge is located on the
Tom Taylor Road in the Old
England Bottom west of Hazel,
and was broken on July 4.
Mrs. Guthrie Grogan and Mrs.
Elafford Lovins appeared before
the court last night and explain-
The following from the diction-
ary sounds like some of the
gobbley-good from some govern-
ment directive, however a lang-
uage or phonetics student can
make sense of it.
Verner's law, A statement in
historical linguistics: in medial
or final position in voiced en-
vironments and when the im-
mediately preceding vowel did
not bear the principal accent in
Proto-Indo-European, the Proto-
Germanic voiceless fricatives f,
b, and x derived from the Pro-
.o-Incio-European voiceless stops
p, t, and k and the Proto-Ger-
manic voiceless fricative s de-
rived from Proto-Indo-European
s became the voiced fricatives
b, o, g, and z resented in
various recorded
uages by b, d, g, and r.
A fricative is a term used in
phonetics and language and
means something on the order
of frictional passage of air thr-
ough a narrowed opening of
some part of the vocal mechan-
ism.
A person studies this type of
thing when he gets into a for-
eign language. This is present
in the English language too,
(Continued On Peep 13)
Swim Team
Wins Meet
The Calloway County Country
Club Swim Team were victor-
ious over the Paducah team by
the score of 206 to 195 in the
meet held at the Calloway Club
m Monday afternoon.
Blue ribbon winners trom Cal-
loway were Howard Boone, Don-
na Keller, Tony Boone, Rhonda
Garland, Brent Austin, Tommy
Keller, Mary Ann Taylor, Tim
on Page 14) Mrs. Era Pag(Continued 
ed that the large bridge is on a
school bus route, milk route and
mail route and that at the pre-
sent time the bridge is not us-
able.
Mrs. Grogan told the court
that it could have been a school
bus which broke the bridge,
however it actually happened
to be a milk truck. Had it been
a school bus, she said, several
Children could have been in-
jured.
The bridge is made of one
twenty foot spann and two eigh-
teen foot spanns. The center
spann is the one which is bro-
ken in, making the bridge un-
usable.
Magistrate Noble Brandon, in
(Continued on Page 14)
42 Year Old
Man Succuinbs\ 
Harold Vernon Hopkins died
suddenly at his home at Or-
mond Beach, Fla., on Monday
about nine p.m. His death was
due to a heart attack.
Hopkins was 42 years of age
and a member of the Scotts
Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Geraldine Smith Hopkins,
daughter, Mrs. Sharon Renee
Giddens, and grandson, Michael
Andrew Giddens, all of Ormond
Beach, Fla.; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cloyce D. Hopkins of Al-
mo; parents-in-law, Mr. and
Hudson Smith ol Murray
Route Three.
Also surviving are four sis-
ters, Mrs. Marshall (Frances
Mildred) Brandon of Almo
Route One, Mrs. Tommy Ma
Mae) Brown of Murray, Mrs.
Ronnie (Faye) Shelton of May-
field, and Miss Jo Anne Hop-
kins of Almo; two brothers,
Palmer Hopkins of Murray and
John Dee Hopkins of Almo.
Hopkins is also survived by
several uncles, aunts, nieces,
and nephews in Calloway Coun-
ty.
Funeral servicethwill be held
Friday at three p.m. at the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
with Dr. Billy Grey Hurt and
Rev. Loyd Wilson officiating.
Active pallbearers will be.. 
VernonCohoon, John Cohoon,
W. L. (Dub) Polly, Hardeman
Nix, Joe Morten,, and Watson
Roberts. Honora0- pallbearers
will be Joe Dee Hopkins, Don-
nie Chapman, Damon Mathis,
Lemon Lovett, Rudy Lovett, H.
E. Ford, Joe Ford, and Purdom
Lovett.
Interment will be in the
Scotts Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home where




Partbi cloudy to cloudy with
occasional tgtmdershowers to-
day through Thursday. High
both days 88 east to 95 west.
Low tonight 70 east to mid 70s
west. Showers ending from west
and turning cooler Thursday
night.
LAKE DATA
'kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 357.8,
down 0.2; below dam 305.5, up
0.8, no gates open.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 357:
down 0.2; below dam 306.6, u
1.3.
Sunrise 3:45; sunset 8:19.
Moon rose 1:34 a.m.
PIVEDAY FORECAST --
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UM)
' The five-day Kentucky weather
'outlook, Thursday tbreugli Kew
day.
Temperatures will average
near the normal highs of 87-91
and normal lows of 63-72.
ainfall will average one half
to one inch or more the 'begin-
ning of the period and after the
end of the week.
Passes Away
Mrs. Era Maude Page, mother
of Mrs Jack Belote of Murray,
succumbed Tuesday at 11:30
a.m. at the W'estview Nursing
Home.
She was 83 years of age and
the widow of the late Marion
Page of Cuba






nd Ted Page of
Graves County; one brother,
Herbert Hammon of Dixon,
Tenn , nine grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held.
May. at 11 a.m. at the Cuba
aptist Church with Rev. Char-
les Nelson officiating.
Pallbearers will be David Dri-
ver, James Sullivan, John Be-
lote, Hall Baker, Bob Johnson,
Newton Wilkins, Jr., John Law-
rence Cowley, and William
Baker: bleu:Lima of the Woman's
Missionary S'atlety of the Chba
Baptist Church will serve as
flower girl's
Burial will be in the Cuba
Church of Christ Cemetery selth
the arrangements by the Byrn
Funeral Home of Mayfield
where friends may call.
New parking meters are being installed around the ;inn', square and on Mein Street
today by the Murray Police Department. The city purchasigl 159 new parking meters to re-
place the old ones. These new meters will take only nickels and dimes, Chief of Police
James Brown said. Pictured left to right as they are Installing the meters are Sgt. Max
Morris, Patrolman Frank Brandon, Chief Brown, and Patrolman Dwain Elkins.




FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
A Nashville-based financial
house was the low bidder Tues-




and Co. Inc., Salomaon Broth-
ers-Huttler;of NashvWe, bid an
effective interest rate of 5.53-
714 per cent on the 25 year
band issue.
The next lowest bidder was
the Continental minors rrauceen
Bank and Trust Co., which bid a,
shade higher at 5.54390.
The $20-million bond genie is
the third installment of $139
million in bonds for highway
construction allocated when
Kentucky voters approved a
$176 million bond issue in 1965.
Kentucky officials said the
$20 million issue sold Tuesday
would be used to provide state
matching funds for federal mo-
nies allocated for Kentucky's
interstate and Appalachian
highway programs.
Jeff L. McKeel of 106 South
12th Street was claimed by
death Tuesday at 6:50 p. m.
at the Westview Nursing Home.
His death was due to complica-
tions following an extended ill-
ness.
The deceased was 87 years
of age and was born June 23,
1882 in Calloway County. His
wife, Mrs. Susie McKeel, died
April 14, 1962. He was a mem-
ber of the First Christian Chur-
ch.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Winfred (Novella) Jack-
son, 106 South 12th Street, and
Mrs. Martha Swafford of Birm-
ingham, Ala.; one son, Leon
McKee!, 310 South 10th Street;
one stepson, Lanis Phillips of
Murray Route Two; eight grand-
children; sixteen great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jolla
Bradley officiating.
Interment will be in the Mur-
ray Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the ?ilex H. Churchill
Funeral. Home where friends
may Carl.
Mrs. Rudy (Gertrude) Smith
of 111 North 12th Street was
claimed by death Tuesday at
three p. m. at her home. She
was stricken suddenly with a
heart attack.
The deceased was 77 years
of age. She was born August
28, 1891, to William Canon and
All Calloway Countians inter-
ested in determining where
Kentucky and Calloway County.
in particular, stand in meeting
the needs of its youth are urg
ed to attend a meeting Friday
night, July 11, of the Callovrs)
counts coosaoiLloe perticipatista
in preparations for the 1970
White House Conference on
Children and Youth.
The meeting will be held. in
the Nursing Building auditor-
ium at Murray State Un.versity,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.. accord-
ing to Mrs. Neva Grey Albrit-
ten, secretary of, the Calloway
County group.
Rev. Stephen Mazak, pastor of
the Lutheran Church in Mur-
ray, is chairman of the group.
"The purpose of the meeting
Is to appraise the attitudes and
opinions of our citizens con-
cerning the problems and needs
of the young people of Calloway
County," Mrs. Albritten said.
From this and meetings like
it across the state will come
specific recommendations to be
presented to the 1970 Kentucky
Legislature as well as President
Richard Nixon.
"We want to hear from the
grass roots," Mrs. Albritten said,
"especially anyone interested in
discussing problems and needs
in the areas of recreation, vo-
cation, education, health end
social welfare as far ,as our
young people are concerned."
Women's Division
Rules Are Given
Mrs. Lowell Palmer and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett are chairmen
of the Women's Division of the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
The wbrnen said all entries
for this department must be in
between nine a.m. and 12:30
p.m. and in place by one p.m.
Monday, July 15, as the judging
will begin at that time.
Each exhibitor will be allow-
ed to enter no more than two
articles in any one class All
canned goods must be clean for
entry. ,,,4
and Mrs. Bur-
chett said that the management
will use the utmost care Tcr
guard and protect the exhibitS,
but will not be liable. No exhi-
bit may be in fair compet]tion
more than two years.
The exhibits must not be re-
moved until after 2:30 p.m. Sat-
urday, July 20, and the man-
agement will not be responsible
after 4:30 p.m. Saturday.
The wonterr said that valuable
crafts may be removed at,
night and returned in the morn-
ing.
NOW AT CAMP
Bo4 Forrest, son of Capt and
'Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, is attend-
ing a sailing and scuba dwing
camp at -Arapahoe, North caro-
lina.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, July 11, at
seven p.m.
An added feature this week
will be a costume fun class. A
first place trophy will be a-
warded in this class's which will
be open to the public. No en-
try fee will be charged. The ri-
der will be judged on what he
or his horse has on and is con-
sidered the funniest idea.
Jerry Dunn from the North
Marshall Riding Club wftl be
the judge for the fun class as
well as the other pleatere class-
e,
Five placeribbons and points
ist,,1 be given in the pony classes
and two , places in the adult
classes.
The club has purchased an
electric timer to assure the most
accurate times in the running
events.
The public is invited to attend
the riding sessions at the Wran-
glers Riding pen, located two
miles off Highway 94 East.
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Robert M. Howes Will Go On Utilities As OfSpeaks Of LBL
At Lions Meeting August 15; Budgets Approved
The Murray Lions Club held
its regular meeting Tuesday
night at the Murray Woman's
Club House and heard Robert
M. Howes, Director of Land Be-
tween the Lakes review the his-
tory of LRT,.
Howes, a resident of Cadiz,
also showed a number of inter-
esting slides of the various faci-
lities at LBL. Howes was intro-
duced by Joe Pat Ward, local
banker.
First vice president Lester
Nanny presided at the meeting
in the absence of club president,
Z. C. Enix, who is attending the
Lions International Convention
in Tokyo along with his wife
Martha. Also attending the con-
vention are Dr. and Mrs. Castle
Parker and retiring district
governor George Ligon and Mrs.
Ligon.
Tommy Shirley was a guest
of Finis Griffith, Guy Spann a
guest of Lester Nanny, and
George Powell was a guest of
 Toe Pat James at the meeting:
Bethel Richardson introduced





The annual Jersey Parrish
Show for the Purchase area
will be held at the A Carman
livestock pavilion at Murray
State University on Saturday.
Entries are open to all Jer-
sey breeders including Four-H
and FFA members. Also judg-
ing contests will be held for
both adult and youth teams.
At the noon hour a free pic-




Six persons were cited for
speeding by .the Murray Police
Department on Tuesday. Most
of the citations were by radar.
Also cited was one person for
reckless driving and another
for unnecessary noise, accord-
ing to the citation reports.
The Calloway Fiscal Court
met last night at 8:00 o'clock to
discuss the three per cent util-
ity tax requested by the Callo-
way County School Board and
the Murray School Board.
County Attorney Robert 0.
Miller told the court that under
the law, the school boards could
ask for one of three permissive
taxes and the one they had
selected is the tax on utilities.
The court voted to levy the
ax as requested by the school
boards with one member, Thur.
Dropping Unwanted Pets Is
Cruel Practice Says Writer
by Kay Beasley
On Saturday, July 5, The Led-
ger & Times ran five front-
page spots for a total of 23 free,
unwanted puppies and kittens.
On the day before, someone
"dropped" four more kittens --
these not yet possibly weaned—
on the steps of the Murray Pet
Shop. A friend's child was bit-
ten Friday by a cat; another
child recently was bitten by a
neighbor's dog. We had a dog
poisoning scare a few weeks
ago and our city council is pre-
sently considering a dog ordin-
ance. Our involvement — 00'
session, some people might call
(Continued on Page 14)
ARRIVES TODAY
Miss Margaret Graves of West
Palm Beach, Fla., daughter of
the late Dr. and Mrs. Wildy
Graves of Murray, will arrive
today to be the guest of Capt.
and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Chest-
nut Street. She will be joined
later by her sister, Mrs. Rich-





By CHARLES E. TAYLOR
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —
The Apollo a -iiktronauts, with
a tough comider driving
them, kept their noses to the
grindstone today while the
"tremendous hubbub" mounted
for their takeoff a week from
today to land on the moon.
Neil A. Armstrong, Michael
Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin
went to work in a command
spacecraft simulator practicing
blastoff and emergency abort
procedures for a second day,
this time with mission controll-
ers in Houston monitoring their
performance.
Thaw planned to work all day'
in the dummy spaceship, settee
does everything their Apollo 11
spacecraft — named Columbia—
does, except subject them to
weightlessness.
On the launch pad, some six
miles away, ground crews went
through a general inspection of
the second and third stages of
the Saturn 5 booster rocket and
checked the valves and lines on
the first stage for handling sup-
ercold liquid oxygen.
Storage tanks in the launch
area for both liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen were replenish-
ed preparatory to starting .the.
93-hour countdown at 8 p.m.
EDT Thursday. Blastoff is sche-
duled for 9:32 a.m. next Wed-
nesday.
The space agency on Tuesday
made a minor change in the
time the 38-year-old Armstrong,
civilian commander of the mis-
site', should step from the lu-
nar landigg vehicle onto the
surface of, the moon. The time
had been pegged at 2:19 a.m.
EDT July 21, but the space a-
gency changed this to 2:21 a.m.
—and also noted that the situ-
ation at the time could alter
this.
The astronauts hope to begin
tapering off their workload be-
fore flight time, but Armstrong
has made it.clear that if there's
any question about readiness,
"getting ready to fly will take
precedence."
HERE MEN FROM THE PLANET EARTH
FIRST SET FOOT UPON THE MOON
JULY 1969, A: -o. •





MINDS 641, UNITTD STAN S 01 AUTOS( A
MOON PLAQUE This is the plaque. the Apollo 11 astronauts will leave on the Moon It
will be fastened Aa the side of the Lunar Module's descent stage, which tvill he left hehino'
ston Furcbes, abstaining from
voting.
Miller had told the court that
according to law, it was manda-
tory on the court to levy the
tax if requested by the school
boards.
The court also approved re-
gulations on how the tax is to
be collected, and approved Mrs.
Lily Dunn, secretary in the of-
fice of the County Board of
Education, as the finance offic-
er for the tax fund. She will
receive $50.00 per month for
this service. Next year a fin-
ance officer from the city sys-
tem will handle the tax fund,
with the office alternating be-
tween the two systems there-
after.
Each ofethe utilities concern-
ed will place the three per cent
tax on the mont$ utility bills
and when collec will send a
check to Mrs. Dunn. She will
distribute the-tax money to the
two systems monthly, on a basis
of average daily attendance in
the systems. It is expected that
the county school system will
receive about 60 per cent of the
funds and the city system, 40
per cent.
Attorney Miller pointed out
that taxpayers do have a re-
course to follow. If 15 per cent
of the voters in the last presi-
dential election petition t h e
court not to levy the tax, then
the tax question will be posed
in a referendum.
This must be dane within




The Oaks Country Club swim-
ming team faces a busy week
next week, meeting the Paducah
Country Club and Murray-Call-
oway County Country Club
teams in return matches.
The Oaks swimmers will jour-
ney to Paducah Monday, July
14, in an attempt to avenge a
260-175 point loss to the Padu-
cah youngsters in the Oaks
pool Thursday, July 3.
Two days later, they will a-
gain attempt to avenge an ear-
lier loss to the Murray-Calloway
County team in the letters' pool.
Robin Ray was the outstand-
ing individual performer in the
July 3 meet with the Paducah-
ans at the Oaks pool, winning
five blue ribbons — three in
individual events and, two in
relays.
Also significant was the win
of the 8-year-old boys and girls'
medley relay teams, and the




A record number of 960 Mur-
ray State University students re-
presenting more than 14 per
cent of the total enrollment
have been listed on the honor
roll for the spring semester.
Registrar Wilson Gaptt said
the new high surpasses the old
mark of 911 honor roll students
for the fall semester of the past
- (Continued on Page 14)




King was x-rayed at the Niue
ray-Calloway County Hospital
and released, according to the
officials at the hospital. He is
reported to have a sprained
ankle.
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DEFENSIVE DRIVING
THE NEED for each motorist to practice defensive
driving is becoming more apparent each day. It no
longer is just another campaign of caution, but should
be adopted by each driver personally as something
that he must do if he would insure that he stays out
of the hospital.
- The front pages of the Ledger and Times each
day review the automobile accidents for the past
twenty-four hours. These accidents number two,
three aid. sometimes four a day.
Fortunately most of them are- what could
termed minor accidents with property damage only,
but far too many of them result in painful injury
with resulting time lost from jobs, the home and
other positions of importance.
It behooves every driver to use caution in areas
where automobile traffic is heavy and where motor-
ists are constantly pulling from the primary arteries
of travel into places of business, or leaving parking
areas.
As Murray grows, we- will have more and more
business centers adjacent to the primary highways,
with their own parking lots. Customers will enter
and leave these parking areas to go to other points.
The fact that a person "has the right-of-way"
has little to do with whether an accident occurs or
not, because we have far too many drivers who think
nothing of "taking" the right-of-way, whether it is
theirs or not. This is where defensive driving comes
in. One might legally have the, right-of-way, but he
still has to be sure that the way is clear.
Too many people want to get through the traffic
light and although the light may indicate that a
motorist may proceed, he would da well to observe
the cross traffic to insure that motorists obey the
traffic signal. , . - _
Motorcycle riders must practice defensive driv-
ing even more than the automobile driver. Too many
motorists have the idea that a motorcycle is merely
another form of bicycle and that the driver of the
vehicle can stop immediately, when in fact the motor-
cyclist may he proceeding at the same speed as the
automobile. Cyclists'are forced to adopt many meas-
ures to prevent ramming the car in front of them
which comes to a sudden stop, and to avoid the
motorist, who pulls out from a side street directly in
front 'of them.
Automobile drivers should realize that the motor-
cycle is a vehicle fully capable of going just as fast
as the automobile. Then too the cycle rider must
understand that he is driving a motorized vehicle and
therefore should observe the same traffic rules as the
automobile driver.
All of this adds up to the fact that no matter how
good a driver a person is, he still must be on the look-
out for the other fellow.
Defensive driving is the answer to most of our
accident problems. A motorist must look ahead at
the traffic before him, visualize what might happen
if he maintains his present speed, keep ample space
between himself and the vehicle in front of him, an-
ticipate possible sudden stops to keep from being
rammed from behind, obey traffic signals and stop
signs, then, although he has the right-of-way,1Leep
alert to insure that he has the right-of-way "in fact".
These safeguards may make driving less pleasur-
able, but it is better than having to go to the hospital
with painful and possibly permanent injuries.
TIM LEDGER is TIME — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
An American Journalist Tours the Soviet Union




EDITOR'S NOTII—This is a
report from Rather Tufty on
the inaugural flight to and tour
of the Soviet Union arranged
jointly by Overseas National
Airways and the Soviet Intour-
iat Travel Agency.
SOCHI, USSR . . . To be a
good tourist in this Communist
country isn't easy even in this
beautiful resort city on the
Black Sea, where the sunshine
gleaming on the beaches creates
a mood of friendliness and a de-
sire to try to understand the
people and the purposes of the
Soviet Union, considered a po-
tential enemy of the United
States.
Travelling Americans are al-
ways told to be "good ambas-
sadors." For a while not so long
ago, the U.S. State Department
even inserted some helpful hints
inside each American passport
No one on this first-of-a-kind
flight and tour wanted to be
an "Ugly American." Mostly
seasoned travellers, we were
eager to discover the beauty
and culture. The "differences"
in customs and government
policies intrigued us with a de-
sire to become better informed.
Only a few were guilty of mak-
ing unflattering comparisons
out loud with what exists back
home in the states.
• • •
THE BIG obstacle, of course,
was our inability to speak the
Russian language. We were
very dependent on our various
Intourist guides, who spoke
English, but also were "govern-
ment" spokesmen, if not inform-
ants for the secret police.
Certainly they had a clever
way of slipping propaganda in-
to the answers given to our
questions. One stated flatly,
"the only thing compulsory
the Soviet Union is education."
• When a man in our party in-
quired: "But isn't military train-
ing compulsory?" The guide
quickly retorted: "Yes, as long
as we are encircled by imper-
ialists!“ That was the only time
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen,
talking about the need for a pay raise for Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew:
"The vice president is really hurting. He has to buy his wife
$600 dresses and she can only wear them three or four times."
WORCESTER, Mass- A bartender commenting on a new change
in city regulations that permit women to sit at bars with men:
”Women on the bar stools will cause a lot of arguments and
fights. Let's face it - any woman who sits at a bar is no good."
MCCROR D AFB, Wash. -South Vietnamese ambassador Bui Diem,
addressing returning U. S. soldiers from Vietnam:
"The time has come for the South Vietnamese to realize that
the more we grow in strength, the more responsibility we must
face,"
Bible Thought for Today
And the Lord, came, and stood, and called as at other times,
Samuel, Samuel, Then Samuel answered , Speak, for thy servant
heareth. - 1 Samuel 3:10.
People may hear the call of God in many ways, but one mist be





Calloway County social secu-
rity beneficiaries are reminded ,
to make any reports that affect
their benefits directly to the
Social Security Office in Padu-
cah.
Many beneficiaries nationwide
are still following outdated in-
structions to mail the report
forms to their Payment Center.
This procedure was causing de-
lays in re-routing checks to bene-
ficiaries r eporting address chan-
ges or adjustments required by a
report of death.
• New procedures work much
faster - when the report reaches
the Paducah office it is immedia-
tely wired to a computer in
Baltimore that will make the
necessary changes.
Reports should be sent as ear-
ly as possible by telephone or
mail to: Social Security Office,




by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, July 9,
the 190th day of ,19119 with 175
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Mer-
cury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mari
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1850, President Zachary
Taylor died of a typhus infect-
ion after serving one year and
four months. He was succeeded
the evil day by Vice Preitissit
Millard Fillmore.
In 1900, Queen Victork sign-
ed an act by which the individ-
ual state of Austrklia agreed to
join into a federal common
wealth.
In 1943, American, Canadian
and British forces invaded gel
In 1960, Russian Premier Ni
kits Rhrushchev threatened the
United States with Soviet
rockets if 'Washington attempt._
ed to oust the Castro Commun.
ist_Xigime in Cuba.
A thought for the day —
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
said — "pistrust all in whose
the imPulse to punish is power
. .
' The twain was ilec link said-
de which
insiailion of Ile• tilt'-
.4.1 sr,
This is a view of part of the beautiful
greutdi of the Summer Palace in Leningrad
This sign adorned entrance to the hotel
in he Slack Sea resort city of Sochi.
-when a few on our sightseeing
bus responded with a "boo."
Propaganda literature was
easy to find.
Some straineC our determina-
tion to be oper-minded, objec-
tive, and to listen without air-
ing our, own opinions. For ex-
ample, when we-left-the VP-lilted
States the news of the Soviet's
continuing aggressive action in
Czechoslovakia still was current
In one of these booklets we
read the Soviets' viewpoint
This is an excerpt: "Party and
government leaders of _ the
Dr. Barnett Rosenberg
Czechoslovak Socialist Repub-
lic have asked the USSR and
other allied states to. give the
fraternal Czechoslovak people
urgent assistance, including as-
sistance by armed forces. '
"This appeal sterns from the
threat to the socialist system
ant! the -constitutionally estals=
lished statehood in Czechoslo-
vakia from counter revolution-
ary forces that have entered in-
to collusion with external forces
inimical to socialism."
The Soviet Union encourages
tourism. Hard currency is
Dr Leroy Augenstein
Sealed way: Lift capsule by helicopter for transfer to recov-
ery ship. Astronauts transfer to sealed trailer by tunnel.
New way: Frogmen open hatch, spray astronauts with de-
contaminants and help thens.iato isolation stills with nsasks.
Astronauts %souk] %sear the masks under the new plan.
A.HASSLE over recovery of th t Apollo 11 and its astronauts
is in Ow making following a teTter to President rrix-dn by
two Michigan State Untversit2, biophysicists, Dr. Barnett
Rosenberg and Dr Leroy Aug(nstcin: They press the point
that for the capsule to be opencd on splashdown can release
who knows what sort of contiminants from the .Moon: to
react on the world in' who knows what sort of way. They,
argue that the astronauts and capsule. should rentain sealed
for se lentif in yes tigat ion .
,
sought and will ,buy more at
the "dollar" store than in the
"ruble:: shops. The exchange
rats is not in our favor, unless
you buy your Russian money
before entering the country.
This is illegal. A ruble is worth
$1.11 in Russia. In New York
rubles can be bought three for a
dollar. This explains why Rus-
sians stopped us on the street
offering us more rubles for our
dollars.
At a press conference in Len-
ingrad, the Intourist-Leningrad
director, V. Sorokin, gave a
Chamber-of-Commerce kind pf
welcome and said 30,000 Ameri-
cans came to his country last
season and more were expected
this yedr. (But if the "Tourism-
Passport to Peace" sign over
our hotel entrance means any
tourist travel must be
two-way and only some 2,000
SoViet citizens came to the
United States last year.)
• • •
ONE thing is certain. There
is plenty worth seeing in this
big country from the fabulous
Heritage Museum in Leningrad
with its great collections of
Rembrandts to the Kremlin it-
self, where people stand in long
lines for hours to visit Lenin's
tomb.
The basic disappointment of
the right kind of American
tourist is the lack of opportun-
ity to talk with just average
folk. The Intourist guide shows
you the impressive University
of Moscow, but you never meet
a student.
You are shown apartments
by the thousands, but never
get inside. You go to a state
tea farm, but. there's no chance
to chat with a farmer The two
Russians with whom you con-
verse daily are the Intourist
guide and the woman stationed
on each hotel floor who keeps
the key to your room . . . the
better to check on your move-
ments, you suspect
Someone did enter my room
and take some copy out of my
typewriter. On Lenin's 99th
birthday anniversary, someone
else entered my room and left
a poster of Lenin on my bed_
Was it a warning?
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK UPI - The technic-
al rally is teginning to gather
steam and, with a few more ad-
MRCSS and heavier volume "cou-
ld well dislodge the large reser-
voir of investment funds on the
sidelines," Bache 41 Co. said.
On the other hand, the firm
cautioned, steadily rising pres-
sure for tax reform creates new
uncertainty as the investment co-
mmunity tries' to guess which
direction reform will take.
The day of the stock market
bargain hunter is approaching
for, when important bearish
developments are consistently
ignored by the market, that is
nermittly the time to look for
bargains, according to Thomason
& McKinnon Inc.
The Gross National Product,
corporate profits, personal in-
come, and the Standard & Poor
industrial index all could double
in the next 10 years, said Paine
Webber, Jackson & Curtis. On
average, the firm noted stock
prices appreciated at the same
rate as profits - which doubled
over the past decade - and could
double again in the 1970's,
- The signs are unmistakable
that fiscal restraint and Federal
Reserve credit restrictions are
about to produce sharp cutbacks
in corporate earnings and econ-
omic activity, according to Wrig-
ht Investors Service. The down-
turn will be so pronounced by the
end of the year that mometary
restrictions will be eased, inter-
est rates will decline, and bond
prices will rise, the firm said.
LARGE-SIZE TROUBLE
LAKEHURST, N. J. lei —
OfficiaLs here figured it would
cost thousands of dollars to
unstuff the Main Street sewer
line which had been clogged
for the past two months.
But an inspection of the sew-
er quickly uncovered the tre-





land WI — Traahman Leo Kern-
mitt who will toss his last Can
in SeptembeP said Friday, '1
will be happier in my new job."
Leo, 42, will become a lect-
urer in politics and government
at Charles Trevelyan Tschaissi
College.
He left scbool at 14, and af-
tar intermitten studies, Ivrea a
scholarship to Ruskin College, gi
Oxford, and then an honors de- •
11/
gree from Newcastle Univerai-Lionismilisessousulimivissoisiosissainiminsuila:
- •
1* NOW thru TUES.









(UPI) -- One little pig wanted
to go to market faster than the
otffr pigs.
lie broke loose front a herd
being taken aboard a ship,
crossed town at a high speed and
entered the offices of the Por-
tuguese Airlines. He came to a
+Ian in the reception room and
%Lis taken back to the ship -
grunting.
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It was the biggest game in
their history, the great contron-
tation„and for eight innings the
New York Mets rolled over and
played dead for Ferguson Jeckins
and the Chicago Cubs.
Then in one brief flurry it
was over and the Mets, the Nat-
ional League's miracle team this
season, had beaten the Eastern
Division leading Cubs, 4-3, Tues-
day with a three-run ninth-inning
burst. The victory cut the Cubs'
lead to four games, the closest
the Mets have ever been to first
place in their eight-year history.
And the architect of the vic-
tory was Ed Kranepool, the much-
maligned first baseman who stu-
mbled through seven frustrating
previous seasons with the Mets.
Kranepool gave the Mets a
brief lead in the fifth inning when
he hit his eighth homer - the
first hit off Jenkins - but the
Cubs wiped it out on Ernie Banks'
leadoff homer the next inning.
a
Kranepool Comes Through
Then the explosion! Pinch-
hitter Ken Boswell was credited
with a double when center fielder
DOD Young lost his popup in the
sun. One out later pinch-hitter
Donn Clendenon cioubledas Young
dropped the tall as he crashed
into the outfield fence, Boswell
taking third. Cleon Jones doubled
in two runs, Art Sharnsky was
intentionally walked, the runners
moved up on an infield out and
Kranepool slapped an opposite
field hit to send the 55,096 fans
into hysteria.
Elsewhere, Los Angeles swept
Atlanta twice, 5-3 and 4-3, Cin-
cinnati ripped San Diego, 8-2,
San Francisco downed Houston,
7-4, Pittsburgh routed Montreal,
8-1 and St. Louis defeated Phil-
adelphia, 6-3,
Manny Mota, who had eight
hits in the doubleheader, singled
with one out and the bases loaded
in the bottom of the ninth to give
the Dodgers their second - game
victory. Mota had four hits in
the opener and Willie Davis had
a triple and two singles. The
victories moved the Dodgers
back into first place in the West,
a half game ahead of the Braves.
Two Runs Each —
night.
Howard drew three walks in
five times at-bat two of them
"semi-intentional," according to
Dark.
Cleveland's victory didn't help
much in their effort to escape
the League's Eastern Division
cellar. First place Baltimore
topped New York twice, 10-3 and
4-1, Minnesota edged Kansas City,
4-3, Chicago beat Oakland, 5-2,
2 !ter the A's won the opener,
2-1, Boston defeated Detroit, 4-1
and Seattle stopped California
3-1.
Boog Powell's three -run hom-
er climaxed a Baltimore 10-run
fourth inning in the opening game
win over New York. The big
slugger drove in two more runs
in the nightcap. The Orioles re-
ceived two route-going perfor-
mances with Tom Phoebus pick-
ing up his eighth win in the first
game and Mike Cuellar gaining
his ninth triumph in the second
contest. Yankee homers were
delivered by Bobby Murcer and  
Ron .Woods as Fritz Peterson
lost his 10th game and Bill Bur-
bach dropped his seventh decis-
ion.
Cesar Tovar's first homer of
the season with a man on in the
eighth inning wrecked Kansas
City as Minnesota won its fifth
straight and opened a 31,2 game
lead over Oakland in the Western
Division.
Opening-Game Win
Jim Hunter's eight - hitter
provided Oakland with its open-
ing game win over Chicago. Sal
Banda drove in one run and
scored the other on Dick Green's
sacrifice fly. Tommy McCraw
brought the White Sox a split
with a bases-loaded triple in
the sixth of the nightcap. Joe
Horlen picked up his sixth win
with a seven-hitter. Jim Nash
lost his sixth game in 10 decis-
ions.
Rookie Mike Nagy backed his
three-hit effort with a two-run
single to beat Detroit for his
fifth win against a single loss.
Mickey Lolich was tagged with
his second loss.
Garry Roggenburk pitched his
first complete game in the maj-
ors as he -set down California
on five hits. Don Mincher's three-
run homer in the first inning
accounted for all Seattle runs.
Jay Johnstone homered for the
Angels.
WITH AN eye on another golf
championship, Orville Moody, who won
the United States Open took a practice
round yesterday at Lytham St. Anne:,





LACONIA, N.H. UPI -13rivate
funeral services for baseball
great Red Rolfe will- be held
Thursday in his native Penacook,
Robert "Red" Rolfe, the all-
time third baseman of the New
York Yankees and former ath-
letic director at Dartmouth Coll-
ege, died Tuesday at his home
of a chronic kidney illness. He
was 60.
Rolfe, who captained the 1931
Dartmouth baseball team, joined
the Yankees in 1934, became a
regular the following season and
was a member of the famed
"Bronx Bombers" during 1935-
41 before illness forced him to
retire.
Rolfe, who lived onGovernor's
Island in this lakes region resort
Area, is survived by his widow,
Isabel.
Alex Johnson and Tommy Hel-
ms drove in two runs each as
the Reds beat the Padres. Tony
Cloninger pitched a Eve-hitter
for Cincinnati and singled to
ignite a four-run outburst in the
fourth inning. '
John Stephenson singled home
the tie-breaking run as the Gian-
ts' rallied for five runs in the
eighth to stun the Astros. Bob
Burda , Ken Henderson and Dave
Marshall singled to tie the game
and StephenSon drove in the four-
th run of the inning with his first
hit as a Giant.
Roberto Clemente, Richie Her,-
ner and Freddie Patek drove in
two runs each and Steve Blass
pitched a three-hitter as the Pira-
tes belted the Expos. Clemente
hit his Ilth homer and had three
hits, as did Patek.
Vada Pinson and Joe Torre
singled in runs in the first inning
and Phil Gagliano hit his first
homer of the season in the second
as the Cardinals scored five runs
In the first two innings en route
to their victory over the PhiLs.
Bob Gibson scattered eight hits





Frank Howard may never ac-
hieve the greatness of Babe Ruth
or Roger Mans in homerun rec-
ords, but nobody seems to rem-
ember these two sluggers ever
drawing an intentional walk with
two out and the bases empty.
Howard, who has 32 homers,
10 in his last 14 games and
eight for the month of July, re-
ceived this measure of respect
from Cleveland Manager Al Dark
In the Indians' 6-5 victory over
the Washington Senators Tuesday
New York Is Showing
Signs Of Pennant Fever
By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK UPI - When I
came to New York, the first
thing my native New York friend
showed me was not the Empire
State Building nor The Statue
of Liberty nor "Hair."
The first thing he showed me
was Shea Stadium. It was empty
then, but that was only because
it was five hours until game
time - and the Mets were play-
ing on the West Coast.
Tuesday the Cubs came to
town, and I decided to join 55,-
095 at Shea.
They were there two hours
early, with sack lunches and lib-
rary books to keep them busy
until game time, because like a
Sunday church service, it was a
social event until the organ be-
gan to turn, and then it was re-
ligious.
A shapely miss stood in the
aisle and enjoyed the appreciat-
ing glances of several men arou-
nd her - until after the National
Anthem, when some guy yelled
"Down in front, for crym' out
loud."
The rhythmic clapping began
while Met lefthander Jerry Koos-
man still was warming up. Two
nuns compared starting lineups.
"Koosman's got to get the
ball down or he'll get hut t," a
fellow told his business associa-
te in the first inning, andia the
sixth, seventh and eighth Koos-
man got hurt.
But the Mets still had the
ninth, and a youngster turned
1
INVITATION TO BID
The Galloway County Board of Education is
asking for bids on gasoline, bus tires, milk,
and bread for use during 069-70 fiscal year.
Gasoline bid forms and bus tire specifications
-may -be pielted--up-a4--the-Boara -Office, 200-
South 6th Street. _
All bids are to be in the Board Office hy--.1.2
noon, August 4, 1069.
to his dad.
"We'll pinch hit Boswell for
Koosman," The boy decided.
"Yes," Dad agreed, "thee we-
'11 still have Clendenon to hit
for the rookie." The generation
gap suddenly was bridged.
Three doubles RACAL single
had Dad hugging- his son as if
the boy had just returned from
Vietnam.
"What's all this nonsense abo-
ut sending a man to the moon
next week?" a fellow wanted to
know. "This is the year of the
Mets."
Rush him and the other 55,095
to the hospital, officer. Check
their temperature and keep them
there until September.
I think they havepeenant fever.
Redskins Start
Training .Today
CARLISLE, Pa. Inn - Vince
Lombardi convened the Washing-
ton Redskins in preseason train-
ing camp today.
Lombardi, who found a year
of no- coaching too dull for his
competitive personality, summo-
ned a squad of 67 veterans and
roOkies to the Carlisle campus
of Dickinson College as a van-
guard for the coming campaign.
The man who built a football
dynasty at Green Bay takes over
from Otto Graham who couldn't
come up with a winner in two
seasons.
Technically, Lombardi labeled
his practice sessions until Mon-
day a "rookie" camp but the
veterans called to the first work-
outs outnumbered the rookies,
38 to 29-
Checking in were such estab-
lished stars as Sonny Jurgensen,
Charlie Taylor, Jerry Smith and
Bobby Mitchell.
Still unsigned, but invited, was
Eugene Epps, Washington's top
draft choice from the University
of Texas at El Paso.
Under Lombardi edict, Epps
will not be allowed to suit up




NEW YORK UPI - Bedeviled
Joe Namath has one more vote
from a completely unexpected
quarter and it's a beauty.
Cast personally by Miss Amer-
ica no less.
"I think it's a shame if he
doesn't play anymore," shesays,
"because he can always get ano-
ther restaurant."
Ordinarily, the various Miss
Americas get themselves involv-
ed with sports about as often as
they ado with tax reform legislat-
ure, but blonde, beautifully put-
together Judith Anne Fore of
Belvidere, Ill., was wrapped up
In sports long before she ever
was crowned Miss America of
1S6D.
She's the former junto( nat-
ional AAU women's trampoline
champion for one thing and she
placed second in last year's sen-
ior competition for another.
More than that, she's an excellent
diver and swimmer and she even
pitched for her neighborhood ba-
seball team some years ago.
"Until I was hit in the stom-
ach with a line drive," recalls
19-year-old Judith Anne, whom
everybody calls Judi.
"Then I went to the outfield,
but one of the fellows was a
poor sport. He hit a long high
fly which he didn't think I'd
catch but I did and he came
over and threw his glove at me
and hit me. I ran into my house
and went back to playing with
my dolls."
But that was a number Df
years ago and since being crown-
ed Miss America she's happy to
say she met far better sports
than that awful sore loser who
chased her with his glove.
Some of the better sports she
has met are Jean - Claude Killy,
Denny McLain and 0. J. Simp-
son. She was so impressed meet-
ing ahem, she never noticed they
were more impressed meeting
her.
"I promised myself, I'd never
ask for an autograph, but I asked
for 0. J.'s and Jean-Claude's,"
Judi says. "I respect athletes.
I know how much time and dedi-
cation it takes to become a good
one."
She has never met Joe Namath
ut would like to sometime. It
Isn't likely to be in his bar,
Bachelors
"I'm not old e9ough to co
into bars in most states," says
the Belvidere beauty.
"You can in this one," some-
body Seggested helpfully, point-
ing out 18-year-olds are permitt-
ed inside bars io New York.
"I couldn't anyway," Judi ex-
plained. "It's one of the rules of
the Miss America contest."
Without ever having met Nam-
ath, Judi can't say whether she'd
like him or not but does say she
understands how he feels when
he claims he won't sell his place
purely on a matter of 'principle.'
"I can't see his point," she
says. "Many athletes have rest-
aurants. But I can see the offic-
ials' point, too, - because they-'d
like to keep football's image and
that of American athletes' very
MO." a. -
Along with her other virtues,
Judi Ford is a diplowat. Since
she 'Nes only 70 miles from
Chicago, she says that's the team
she's rooting for to win thepenn-
ant, and when you ask her whether
Moody Has His Eye On British Open
By JOE NAGLE
LYTHAM ST. ANNES, England
UPI - They say Orville Moody
doesn't believe Litho much prac-
tice but he's certainly put in
plenty for the British Open golf
championship which begins to-
day.
The husky 35-year-old former
Army sergeant who shocked the
golf world by winning the U. S.
Open just a year after his dis-
charge, played Lytham's, 6,848-
yard, par 71 course for nearly
a week and "worked real hard."
The results, said the curly-
haired golfer from Chickasha,
Okla., have pleased him, and he
felt confident of becoming the
first American to succeed at
his first attempt since the late
Tony Lema won at St. Andres
In 1964.
"This is my first visit to
Britain but I've found I like it.
The strong winds have been both-
ering a . lot of the boys, but
I .don't worry about it. In fact,
give me lots of wind and
be happy."
-Not so happy is Jack N-1cklaus,
out - of- form member of golf's
creaking -"big three," who has
only one tournament victory to
his credit this year. The big
blond golfer from Columbus,
Ohio, was frankly worried about
his game in contrast to cool and
confident Gary Player, who went
Into today's first round of the
72-hole tournament wearing "the
man-to-beat" tag.
"Although this year may not
go down in the record books as
one of my best I would say I'm
playing better golf now than ever
before," said the little 34-year-
old South African.
Most of the 130 competitors
would agree with him. Piayer
was paired with Nicklaus ane
Casper as joint 6-1 favorites.
Australian Bruce Devlin vras
the first of the "big guns" on
tee with veteran Gardner Dickin-
son from Palm Beach, Fla., a
41-year-old making his first app-
earance in the championship, bei-
ng the first of the 13-strong U. S.
challengers away.
No. 1 enemy as tar as most
of the visitors were concerned
was the weather. Blustery, near-
gale force winds blowing off the
Irish Sea make It even more
difficult to find the narrow fair-
ways.
she means the Cubs or the White
Sox,. she laughs prettily and an-
swers "both!"
She understands the Cubs have
a much better chance, though,.
because her brother Don and
some of his college buddies had
a tough time getting tickets to
one of their gars/es this year.
Judi volunteers she'd like to
see some ball games herself
but there really isn't that much
time.
She's due to make a trip to
Vietnam to entertain the troops
in August and also is transferr-
ing to the University of Illinois
from the University of South-
western Louisiana this Fall.
"I enjoy watching baseball,
bet not on television," she says. -
''I'd much rather go out tO the
ballpark and maybe I'll get a
dance sometime before Septem-
ber 6th."
That's the night She formally
tuns over her erown to the
new Miss America with all the
NBC-TV cameras on both of them
at Atlantic City.
"Who knows, maybe I'll get
out to see a ball game before
then?" says Judi Ford.
Who knows, maybe she'll even




W L Pd. GB
Chicago 57 32 619 —
New York 46 34 575 4
St Louis Ai 4.4 .482 11/2
Pittsburg*, 39 43 "06 12
Philadelphia 16 41 .450 14
Montreal 26 56 317 25
West
Atlanta AO 35 583 —
Los Angeles 47 34 .580 'h
Cincinnati 12 35 .545 31/2
S Francisco 46 19 .541 31/2
Houston 43 43 500 7
San Diego 29 57 .337 21
Yesterday's Results
New York 4, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 8, Montreal 1
St Louis 6, Philadlphia 3
Los Aingeles 5, Atlanta 3 1st
Atlanta at. Los Angeles
Cincinnati at San Diego
S Francisco 7, Houston
Wednesday's Games
Chicago taioitzman 10-4) at NP. York
IS  13-3). night.
Cincinnati (MerrItt 15)) at San C,ego
(Kirby 2-10), night
Atlanta (Nlekro 14-5) at Los Angeles
(Singer 11-6), night
Houston (Lemas)er 7-81 at San Francis-
co (Herba) 41).
Montreal (Robertson 2-4 and Reed 4-1)
at Pittsburgh (Bunning 7-6 and Ellis 8-5),
• hvi-night.
St, Louis (G)usti 3-7 and Briles 7-7) at





























Boston I Delroit 1
Baltimore IS, New fortus 3 1St
Baltimore 4, New Yet* 1 II
California at Seattle ---
Minnesota 4, Kansas City 3
pet land 2,-Chicago 1 tat
Chicago S. Oakland 2 2d
Wednesday's Gaines
- Callit9Cgia (Brunet tt6,.and Wright 9-3)
II Seeing (Talbot n rind Gelnar 7-3), 2
twi-nicpht.
Cleveland Maroon .3-61 at Washington
(Coleman 4.7), night.
Detroit (Dobson 34) at Boston (Jarvis
3-5 or Siebert Ill
New York leatinsen 4-101 at Baltimore
(McNally 12-0). 0,ght
Oakland (Dobson 71 at Chicago
(Wynne II), night





































































































































































THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Child 'shut out'
by door locks?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This is a rather delicate subject. I
imagine there are many other married couples who have the
same problem, so I hope you'll answer soon.
We live in a small house and the bedrooms are next to
each other. We have an eight year old daughter who has
started to wake up in the middle of the night and come into
our bedroom unexpectedly. She says she feels fine, and there
is nothing *rot*, but she wakes up and comes into our room
to say "hello."
We have told her that she must stay in her bed, but that
hasn't done much good.
We want our privacy, Abby, and can't be listening half
the night to know whether she is asleep or not, and we don't
know how to handle this. If we suddenly put a lock on our
bedroom door, she might feel "shut out" or rejected, and this
is the last thing we want to do. Can you help us?
NO PRIVACY
DEAR NO: Put a lock on your door, and explain that it is
to prevent her tor anyone else I from walking in and startling
you. [It's true. I Assure her that you "love" her, and if she
"needs" you for anything, she may knock and you will
respond.
DEAR ABBY: Some friends of ours have a daughter
whose engagement had been announced. Elaborate plans
were being made for a big wedding.
Well, out of the blue, she ran off and eloped, se of course
the big wedding is off. Now we get o-e-e- of those
"ANNOUNCEMENTS" letting us know that she had been
married! [They didn't need to send those things, it was the
talk of the town!1
My qtiestion: Do you think we are obligated to send a
wedding gift? JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: For the umpteenth time, a "gift" is not
given in repayment for anything. If it will afford you
pleasure to give a gift along with your best wishes, do se.
Otherwise, don't.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Too Much Ironing," who
complained about having to iron her husband's undershorts:
Dear Madam: You really have high-class problems. I
wonder if you know how lucky you are? I would gladly iron 7,
10, or 20 pair of shorts every week if my husband would
leave my panties alone.
When I first found out that my husband was snitching my
panties to wear under his shorts I was bewildered and sick.
How long he had been doing this I didn't know, but I'm sure •
it must have been most of the it years we had beetr
married because when I look back, a lot of things make
sense now that didn't some time ago.
My first reaction was to pack my bags and leave him,
but there were three good reasons why I stayed. They are
three adorable children who deserve a father and mother,
and as long as God gives me strength I'll keep my home
together, until our children are on their own.
I am not a martyr nor do I enjoy being married to one I
consider less than a man. Love and respect for him have
flown out the window, and my marriage has become a "job"
and nothing more.
So, to "Too Much Ironing," I say, "Keep that iron hot,
lady, and don't complain." "OLD AT 35"
DEAR OLD: Since this+roblem is so close to you, I am
amazed that you have not made an honest effort to learn
more about it instead of flatly condemning that which you do
not understand. •
A man who secretly wears feminine attire is a
"transvestite." And tho it may seem unbelievable to you, s
transvestite is NOT necessarily a homosexual. So when you
describe your husband as somethjeCiess than a man" you
may be doing him a disservice.
DEAR ABBY: To "HAD IT IN HOUSTON," who doesn't
like to drop in on a friend and be expected to "entertain" the
mutt by throwing a ball, which the mutt retrieves:
Can you think of a better way to get rid of uninvited
guests who make a habit of dropping in without calling first?
Actually if you just TOLD that mutt that you didn't care to
play, I'm sure he'd understand and take the hint, which
shows that some dogs have more sense than some people.







IT COULD BE AVALOK, t multi-armed Buddhist god, corn-
ing down the ratlipad rail at Chadds Ford. Pa.. but actually




Miss Twill Ann Adams, bride-
elect of Dihny M. Dunn, was hon-
ored with a bride& shower on
Friday, June 2'7, at the Kirksey
School gym.
The hostesses for the prenup-
tial occasion were Mrs. Dwain
Nesbitt and Mrs. Ray Broach.
The honoree was presented
a corsage of three black-eyed
daisies on a brown lace back-
ground with brown ribbons tied
in love knots and two silver
wedding bands dangling from the
ends.
Mrs. Cody W. Adams, mother
of the bride-elect, Mrs. William
E. Dunn, mother of the groom-
elect, and the hostesses also
wore daisy corsages.
Miss Stacy Adams, sister of
the honoree, presided at the guest
register at the table covered with
a white linen cloth bordered with
yellow net with black - eyed
daisies entwined. The guests si-
gned the bride-elect's -wedding
book and a bud vase of daisies
also adorned the table.
The gifts were placed on a
table decorated in the same fash-
ion as the register table except
for two petite net and daisy
covered umbrellas. •
Mrs, Dwain Nesbitt and Mrs.
Cody Adams presided at the re-
freshment table which was cen-
tered with a large daisy arrange-
male Brownies with daisy cen-
ters, nuts, mints, and punch were
served from crystal appointmen-
ts.
Approximately one hundred gue-
sts attended or sent gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Lanny Edmonson
of Murray Route Five announce
the birth of a son, Timothy Dwa-
in, weighing eight pounds eight
ounces, born on Wectesday, July
2, at 7:55 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Lee Edmonson of Mur-
ray Route Five and Mr. and
Mrs. John S. Rainey of Orlando,
Fla.
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
r Martha Edmonson of Benton,
Mrs. Etta Mae Johnson of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, Mrs. Julia Rainey




chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mason Downey of 709 Poplar
Street, Murray, for their baby
boy, weighing nine pounds thir-
teen ounces, born on Thursday,
July 3, at 9:41 a.m, at the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Downey of Murray
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. L.
Bert Williams of 311 South 8th
Street, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Black of
Farmington Route One are the
parents of a son, Gregory Brent,
weighing five pounds eleven oun-
ces, born at 10:48 a.m. on Sunday,
July 6, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James Black and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lamb of Farmingtoo
Route One.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Daytha Wilkerson of Murray Rou-
te One, Lester Black and Mr.




tion prescribes bad luck for
anyone who eats plum pudding
,before the Christmas feast, but
good luck for those who eat
plum pudding and wish on the
first mouthful of it on any of
the 12 days between Christmas
and Epiphany. Both supersti-
tions are of English origin, says
the Wheat Flour Institute.




Plans For Moddy & Dodson Wedding
Announced; Prenuptial Events Planned
Miss Marsha Robertson moo. host a linen gift party at the
dy, daughter of U. CoL (ree) Warden home on Pinehurlt
and Mrs. Nels Theodore Moody' Drive, Nashville.
of Nashville, Tenn., has an Mesdames William Britton,
flounced plans for her marriage Harold Eversmeyer, Nat - Ryan
to Samuel Robinette Dodson HI Hughes, Maurice Humphrey,
of New York, son of Dr. and John Irvan, Maurice Ryan, and
Mrs. Samuel Robinette Dodson James Weatherly will be hos-
tesses for a tea at the social
hall of the First United Metho-
list Church, Murray, on Thurs-
day, July 17, from three to
five p.m. for all ladies of the
First Church.
Mrs. Larry Mulhall, Mrs. Keu-
deth 'Agee, Mrs. R. H. Gruber
,nd Mrs. John Cooke will host
a luncheon at Belle Meade
Country Club, Nashville, Satur-
day, July 19.
Cheekwood in Nashville will
be the scene of a luncheon Sat-
urday, July 2/3, given by Mrs.
William A. qtroud, Mrs. Charles
A. Howell Jr., Mrs. Harold Her-
mann and Mrs. George Marable.
Another luncheon will be giv-
er Monday, July 28, by Miss
Donald Caldwell Dodson of Patricia Moody and Miss Eliza-
Murray will serve as his bro- beth Dodson at the Moody home
tiler's best man. Groomsmen on Timberwood Place, Nash.
will be Wiley Hawthorne Mai- elle.
den of Sun Prairie, Wis., Mich- Mrs. James W. Robertson,
ad] Keefe of Ft. Lee, Va., David Dirs. William Duvall and Mrs.
Grimes of Lebanon, Dean Tay- Charles Presley will host a
lor of Chicago and Capt. Doug- bridesmaids luncheon at the
las Maiden of Columbus, Ga, S:.atler-Hilton Inn, Nashville,
Immediately following the Thursday, July 31.
ceremony, the bride's parents Dr. and Mrs. Dodson will host
will entertain at a reception at the rehearsal dinner at t h e
A number of parties, have 
NAugustashvill1e. City Club Friday,the church.
been planned. Or the couple. Aff#414 those who have al-
On Thursday, July 10, Mrs. ready entertained for the cou-
Alvin Warden, Miss Sue War pie are Mrs. James Raney and
den and Mrs. E. It Jackson will Mrs. Charles Chitwood II of,
 Nashville.
To avoid the sticky feel of
such sweetmeats as dried apri-
cots, dates, figs, or prunes
stuffed with fondant or nuts
and candied fruits, roll them in
moisture - absorbing granulated
sugar.
• • -
Fresh pineapple should be
stored in the refrigerator if
not used the day purchased. It
keeps its tart-sweet flavor best
at temperatures of 45-50 de-
grees, the normal refrigerator
temperatures.
• • •
Efflorescence, the white, salt-
like material which is found
sometimes on concrete, stucco
or mortar, must be removed
before painting. Wash with a
diluted gn'uriatic acid solution.
Efflorescence is caused by
moisture which dissolves -salts
In the interior of alkaline ma-
terial and carries them to the
surface.
The average American's an-
nual rice consumption of 7.3
pounds is the same as his con-
sumption in 1909, says the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
Jr. of Murray.
The ceremony will take place
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, August 2,
at Calvary United Methodist
Church. The father of the
groom-to-be wW officiate.
Colonel Moody will give his
daughter in marriage.
Miss Patricia Cecile Moody
will serve as her sister's maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Elizabeth Lee Dodson of
Murray, sister of the groom-to-
be, Mrs. Theodor Charles Chit-
wood II of Wichita Falls, Tex.,
Miss Emily Sue Warden, Mrs.
Kenneth Allen Agee of Birm-
ingham and Mrs. John Franklin
Cooke of Berkeley, Calif.
"Isicad 2eemE,
Wednesday, July 9
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will have a salad
supper at the home of Mrs.
John E. Fortin, 1514 Glendale
Road, at seven p.m.
'Se
The Weirsan Circle of the
First Unite Methodist Church
WSCS will meet in the senior
youth room at 7:30 p.m.






Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Huckaby
celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary with an open house
at their home on Murray Route
One weir Stella on Sunday, July
6.
•The event was hosted by their
daughter, Mrs. Charles Archer.
For the occasion Mrs. Huckaby
wore a navy dress with a corsage
of white mums and pink carnat-The ladies day luncheon will .
be served at the Calloway was. Mr. Huckaby had a white
boutonniere.
Refreshments were served fr-
om the beautifully appointed din-
ing table. Pink punch was served
from the crystal punchbowl flank-
ed by pink candles in silver hold-
ers. Finger sandwiches and oliv-
es were served from silver
trays.
On the buffet in the dining
room was an arrangement of
pink carnations and white mums
In a silver bowl Milled by cry-
stal holders.
Assisting Mrs. Archer in ser-
ving were Mrs. Hubert Bazzell
and Mrs. Clifton Wilkerson. Miss
Shirley Bazzell kept the register.
The gifts were displayed in the
bedrooms.
One of the highlights of the
afternoon was .the telephone call
from Mrs. Huckaby's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson Weaver..of
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Approximately forty persons
called during the afternoon hours
County Country Club at noon.
Hostesses are Mesdames Cecil
Farris, chairman, Solon Bucy,
James D. Clopton, Richard Far-
rell, Glen Hodges, Dan Hutson,
Cal Luther, J. K. McCage, Tho-
mas I. Miller, Prank Ryan, A.




The Calloway County Riding
Club will meet at the riding
ring at seven p.m.
• • •
A swim party for preschool
through third grade will be at
the Oaks Country Club from
ten a.m. to one p.m. Each may
Invite one non-member guest




Club will meet at the City Park
at 9:30 a.m.
• • •
The Lutheran Women's Mis- from two and five o'clock.
sionary League of the Imman-
uel Lutheran Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Arlo Sprun-




A teen age swim party will
be held at the Oaks Country
Club from seven to ten p.m.




Chapter M. of the PEO Sis-
terhood will meet at the home
of Dr. Beverly Fowler at one
p.m. A hobby show, Mrs. Mary
Jane Littleton, chairman, will
be held.
• • •
A work day will be held at
the Oaks Country Club. A free
breakfast will be served at 6:30
a m. Persons are asked to sign
up at the Pro-Shop or call 753-
7709 or 753-2378 by Thursday.
• • •
Sunday, July 13
The Cunningham reunion by
descendents of Bruce Morgan
and Green Cunningham *ill be
held at the Murray City Park
at the 8th Street pavilion.
• • •
Open -House will be held at
the old Calloway County Court
House from two to five p.m.
• • •
The annual homecoming will
be held at Jeffrey Cemetery at
1115 am. Rev. William D. Mc-
Kinney will be the preacher fol-
lowed by a basket dinner.
Completes Plans
For July Wedding
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Miss Delores Ann Shelton, dau-
ghter Of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
Shelton of Hazel has completed
plans for her wedding to Donald
Hugh Roberson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harley A. Robersonof Mur-
ray.
The wedding will be solemniz-
ed on Saturday, July 12, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with Rev. John Pippin officiating.
Miss Shelton has chosen as
her matron of honor her sister-
in-law, Mrs. Kenneth Shelton.
Her bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Billy Adams and Miss Kathy
1Scarbrough.The best man will be David
'Woods. The groomsmen will be
Dana Roberson, Mike White, and
Kenneth Shelton. Larry Roberson
and Dan Adams will light the
cantles,
Music for the wedding will be
Mrs. J. W. Jones, organist, and
Mrs. Jerry Duncan, soloist.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception will be heldat the church.
All relatives and friends are in-
vited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Mrs. Larry Wade Is
Honored Recently
At Stork Shower
The Community Center on Ellis
Drive was the setting for a de-
lightfully planned stork shower
gives on Friday, June 27, at sev-
en o'clock in the evening in hono-
of Mrs. Larry Wade,
Mrs. Kelly Woods, MrS. Jerry
Inman, and Mrs. Sherrill Hicks
were hostesses for the occasion.
The guests were greeted at
the door by the honoree, her mot-
her, Mrs. Kathryn Glover, the
expectant father's mother, Mrs.
W. E. Wade, and the hostesses.
For the occa,sion Mrs. Wade
chose to wear a brown and white
linen dress with matching acc-
essories. The hostesses present-
ed Mrs. Wade with a charming
corsage made of baby rattles
tied with a yellow ribbon.
Games were played with the
reception of the gifts in both
games being Mrs. Clyde Adkins
who in turn presented the gifts
to Mrs. Wade.
Mrs. Wade was then invited
to open her many charming gifts
which were displayed in a lovely
bassinet, gift to Mrs. Wade from
her mother, Mrs. Glover, an
her sister, Mrs. William Henry.
After the opening of the gifts
the guests were invited to the
refreshment table which was ov-
erlaid with a white linen cloth
and centered with a watermelon
cut out in the shape of abnesinet,
trimmed in yellow ribbon, and
filled with bits of watermelon,
cantaloupe, grapes, nectarines
and garnished with lemonade.
Cookies and Cokes were serv-
ed as accompaniments.
The hostesses' gift to Mrs.
Wade was a black leather car
seat. Approximately forty per-
sons were present or sent gifts.
Plans have been completed 1.),
Miss Anita Jean Burton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Connie Burton
of Twinsburg, Ohio, for her wedd-
ing to Edward Thomas of Murray.
The ceremony will be solem-
nized on Saterday, July 12, at
seven o'clock in the evening at
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ. Bill Threet, minister
will perform the ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by a chorus
under the direction of Ernie Rob'
Bailey.
Miss Burton has chosen Miss
Frances Armstrong as her maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Misses Diana Cavitt, Linda Far-
ley, Jetta Culpepper, and Kitty
Ray. Junior bridesmaids will be
Sheri Thomas and Annette Mar-
ine. She will be given in marr-
iage by her father.
Mr. Thomas will have his bro-
ther, Kenneth Thomas as best
man. The groomsmen will be
Danny Cleaver, Wayne Mathis,
Kent Haig, and Dan Cunningham.
Following the wedding the re-
ception will be htld at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are,
Invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
The sanctuary of the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church was the
scene of the wedding of Miss
Jean Potts to Tommy Phillips
on Sunday, June 22.
Rev. Gerald Owen performed
the double ring ceremony at
one-thirty o'clock in the even-
ing. Miss Judy Kelm cousin of
the bride, played the piano for
the wedding.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted M. Potts of
Murray Route Four and the
groom ie the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Phillips of Murray
Ktiute Three.
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, the bride was lovely in her
white street length dress fash-
ioned with lace bodice and long
sleeves. She wore a short veil
and carried a bouquet of dais-
ies and white carnations.
Miss Louella Taylor was the
bride's only attendant. She
wore a blue dress and had a
corsage of white carnations.
Ronald Phillips served as best
man for his brother.
The mother of the bride wore
for the wedding a blue dresa
with a corsage of yellow carna-
tions. Mrs. Phillips, mother of
the groom, was attired in a
green dress with a corsage of
white carnations.
Reception
Following the wedding a re-
ception was held in the base-
ment of the church.
The bride's table was over-
laid with yellow cloth under
white lace and centered with In
arrangement of yellow carnat-
ions flanked by candles in cry-
stal holders. Mrs. Herbert Boyle
and Miss Judy Kelso presided
at the punch bowl and served
the wedding cake.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips are now
residing at their home at 800
North 17th Street, Murray. Both
are graduates of Calloway Coun-
ty High School, Mr. Phillips is
now a member of the Murray
Police Department.
Prenuptial Events
Prenuptial events given in
honor of the bride were a per-
sonal shower by Mrs. Danny
Garland, Miss Louella Taylor
and Miss Judy Kelso at the
Garland home; a household
shower given by Mrs. Herbert
Boyle, Mrs. Bobby Kemp, and
Mrs. Danny Garland at the Har-
ris Grove store building; and a
shower given by Mrs. Rupert




Dewey David Crass of Murray
Route Five has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist Hos-
pital, Paducah, where he under-
went surgery.
Leslie R. Putnam of Murray
who underwent surgery ateLour-
des Hospital, Paducah, has been
dismiis ed. '
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Klapp
and children, Jimmy, Amanda,
Angela, and Andrea, of Bowie,
Md., left Tuesday for their home
after a visit with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp.
Holiday Punch
Spicy tea punch makes a re-
freshing and colorful holiday
beverage. Make 1 quart of tea
using either 2 rounded tea-
spoons of loose tea or four tea
bags of spicy, citrus-flavored
tea. cool. Pour into punch bowl
and add 2 (6-ounce) cans of
frozen lemonade concentrate, 2
(6-ounce cans of frozen
orange Juice concentrate, 1 (4
ounce) Jar of maraschino cher-
ries, drained, 1 (1-pound) can
of crushed pineapple and juice
and e quart of orange ice sher-
bert. Stir until frozen concen-
trate is disitolved, add 2 quarts
of gingerale and a large block
of ice. Makes 5 quarts or about








DIAPER SETS 1 /2 price
Pants 1/3 Shorts
Tops off & less SWinnUitS
SHIPLEY YOUTH SHOP











THE HAIR SANTY, 109 Charleston, Matton, Ill., owned by Don and Cathy Farmer hasreturned to Murray again with a gigantic sayings on their wonderful wigs. We had atremendous sale in Murray last Fall but these prices are tremendously lust/.
AT THE HOLIDAY INN - Murray, Ky.
In th• Studio Room - From 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
FRIDAY & SATURDAY JULY 11-12
Wiglets - 2 1/2 -ea.  reg. 24.95 NOW $10.95
The popular "Pop-Up" Wiglet with wire
base reg. 39.95 NOW $24.95
The Mini "Pop-Up" .  reg. 24.95 NOW $14.95
DYNELacurly cue with pre-cut neckline .. reg. 39.95 NOW $19.95
Human Hair stretch pre-cut neckline  reg. 49.95 NOW $29.95
Semi hand-tied wig stretch  reg. 59.95 NOW $39.95
Fully hand-tied wig - finest quality  reg. 159.95 NOW $89.95
Full hand-tied stretch wig - finest quality reg. 179.95 NOW $99.95Petite rills
Shoulder Length Falls 
For styling a wig 
For styling and sizing 
 reg. 89.95 NOW $59.95
reg. 99.95 NOW $69.95
reg. 15.00" NOW $ 5.00
reg 25 00 NOW $10 00. .
P•opis in Murray know us. We hays had shows hart before. Don F$111/Mbf. owner of th•HAIR SHANTY is the son of Rev. W. A. Farmer of Murray, Ky. All hair, except Dynel,is 100% human hair. European textured guaranteed to be free from defects in work-manship or material for a full year These are exceptionally low prices for qualitymerchandise.Register for FREE WIGLET with vs at the Holiday Inn, Murray, kV.,From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. July 1112
• t•
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.




OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE


















NM FM OR GIGANTIC GRAND IPBIIIC
A STOREY FOOD GIANT FIRST! !
Yes, Mrs. Housewife, we are pleased to be first
in Murray with SEE THROUGH CLEAR PLASTIC
MEAT TRAYS. You can now turn your meat pack-
age over and see what it looks like on the BOTTOM
as well as the TOP. This is just another convience
which Storey's offers you at no extra charge, of
course. We specialize in fine meats, and you can
see them too.
U . S.D. A. Choice , RUMP 
ROAST 
U. S.D. A. Choice





















7 1/2 Oz. Can 100
17 Oz. $1 00
Cans
•
CAT FOOD 16 Oz. Can 100
Libby Unsweetened 4
GRAPEFRUIT- JOICL1441.00Miracle
ct WAPD DRESSING............... " 490
  u3.For Baking 100Sweet
GRAPES Lb. 19
TninELL PEPPERS 3 190Yellow •
New Calif. Long Waite
POTATOES
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Receive
1% Cash Refund For Your





















E 17 Oz t1.00
41 Cans .1
3Rolisstoo
Hyde Park P ure Cane
SUGAR





Kentucky, under the leadership
of Gov. Louie B. Nunn, has be-
come the first racing state in
the nation to institute a study of
the economic status of its Thor-
oughbred, Standardbred and Qu-
arterhorse industries.
Spindletop Research, Inc., Lex-
ington, will conduct the study at a
cost of $64,000, with $34,000
from the governor's contingency
fund and $10,000 each from the
Kentucky Department of Comm-
erce,, the Kentucky State Racing
Commission and the Harness
Racing Commission.
Governor Nunn said "we have
funded the Spindletop study to
come up with a more complete
understanding of the impact of
the industry on our economy in
general and how we can help it
with its problems."
"BETTER LATE 
July 15 has been set by the
Department of Revenue as its
deadline for completing issuance
of refunds on 1968 state income
tax. This is the date the state
Is required to begin paying inter-
est on all unpaid refunds.
Through June 28, the Depart-
ment had issued 473,336 refund
checks for a total of $16,156,7313,
a new record, Co that date, some
60,000 Kentuckians still had not
received refunds due.
NO 1 PROBLEM
Kentucky's Governor Nunn told
the Midwestern Governors Con-
ference at Wichita, Kansas, that
administration of welfare progra-
ms is the No. 1 problem in Amer-
ica today,
The Governor, who had just
returned from an eight - day,
goodwill visit to Switzerland as a
representative of the National
Governors Conference, charged
maladministration.
He declared in a July 1 speech
that either the entire program
should be turned over to the fed-
eral government or those closest
to the people.
"It is high time," he said,
"that we, as governors, give
some sense of direction, voice
some concern about the need of
programs.
"I support those programs that
help people in need. But we're
going to have to take a long, hard
look at the need and those who
qualify."
CRIME CONTROL
The Kentucky Crime Comm-
ission can proceed with its "Com-
prehensive Criminal Justiee Pl-
an" now that the U. S. Justice
Department has granted the state
$391,935 for improvement of law
enforcement programs.
The commission's plan calls
for total expenditure of$676,588,
with state and local governments
making up the difference, the gov-
ernor's office announced.
Of the $391,935, police projects
will receive 52 per cent; juvenile
projects, 24 per cent, correct-
ional projects, 17 per cent; public
education, 3 per cent, and court
projects, 4 per cent.
Three-fourths of the $391,935
will go to local projects, with
the 16 regional crime councils
established by the Commission
administering the funds.
BETWEEN SESSIONS
Meeting in Frankfort on June
30, the Legislature's Interim Co-
mmittee on Cities was:
Urged to go on record for re-
peal of the 1965 General Assem-
bly resolution supporting the
Dirksen proposal to amend the
national constitution to allow the
states to elect one chamber of
their legislative bodies on some
basis other than population.
Told by its chairman that he
wanted hearings on the state's
controversial Sunday closing law
held in Paducah, Bowling Green,
Ashland, Louisville, and "per-
haps Lexington," which he de-
scribed as "areas whete we
have had our troubles."
Told in a subcommittee report
that the 1970 General Assembly
should consider strengthening
air pollution laws if the state
Air Pollution Control Commiss-
ion and Louisville and Jefferson
County public officials fail to
make use of "power and authori-
ty" now available to tern.
BLACK-LUNG
What can be done medically
about "black lung'', an occupat-
ional disease of miners, is the
first assignment given by Health
Commissioner Russell Teague
'EST 
to the State's new consultant
in occupational health.
The consultant is Dr. Gradie
R. Rowntree, Louisville, profess-
or of occupational medicine at the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine for 29 years, and
member of the Louisville- Jeff-
erson County Board of Health
16 years.
On July 17, a special legislative
subcommittee has scheduled a
Frankfort hearing on the black
lung disease. It has invited re-
presentatives of concerned grou-
ps and interests to present writt-
en and oral statements.
RATES UP
In announcing it had granted
the South Central Bell Telephone
Company some 90 per cent of
what it sought in increased ser-
vice charges, such as for insta-
llation and extensions, the State
Public Service Commission said:
The revised rates are reason-
able and should be "sufficient to
enable (the) company to proceed
vigorously" with planned constr-
uction of automatic facilities and
other expansion.
The increases, aggregating
$839,662, do not affect basic
charges for local or long distan-
ae calls. The South Central rate
increases were said to be their
first since 1957.
"A LITTLE LOVE"
Television showing in Lexing-
ton and in Huntington of a film
seeking foster homes for needy
Kentucky children immediately
brought some 150 inquiries "and
subsequent results may be even
greater", according to Child
Welfare Commissioner George
Perkins.
The 30-minute film entitled
"A Little Love, A Little Care",
produced by the State Depart-
ment of Public information, is
available to other television stat-
ions and organizations wishing to
show it. It may be obtained from
the Department of Child Welfare,
F rankfort.
President Nixon was asked to
declare nine Western Kentucky
counties disaster areas because
of severe flood and wind damage
the week of June 22. The counties
are Allen, Butler, Simpson, Muh-
lenberg, Hopkins, Webster, Mon-
roe, Warren and Todd.
Granting the request would
help cut red tape on various
sorts of aid to individuals and on
grants to governmental units for
tuabudgeted repair expenses.
WAY CLEARED
A decision by the Court of
Appeals that '7 per cent is the
maximum allowable interest for
school bond issues paved the way
for a $9 million bond issue for
a high school in Bowling Green
and some $36 million in school
construction elsewhere in Ken-
tucky.
The high court's decision un-
tangled a legal problem caused
in part by conflicting laws passed
by the 1968 Legislature. No buy-
ers could be found at a lower
interest rate persumed legal.
MISS KENTUCKY
Tickets are on sale now for
"The Most Beautiful Show on
Earth", the Miss Kentucky Page-
ant July 24-26 at the Brown
Theater in Louisville. Only seas-
on ticket orders - all three
nights - will be tilled prior
to July 15. Single performance
ticket requests will be honored
on and after that date.
For tickets, write Miss Ken-
tucky Pageant, P. 0. Box 1382,
Louisville, Ky., 40201. Make ch-
ecks payable to Miss Kentucky
Pageant. Enclose a self-address-
ed, stamped envelope.
MEDICAID CUT
Certain changes in Kentucky's
medicaid program, approved by
the Kentucky Medical Advisory
Council, were put into effect
July 1 in an effort to prevent
a possible $5 million deficit dur-
ing the fiscal year starting then.
Changes in the program, for
which nearly 300,000 poor in
Kentucky are eligible, reduce
the number of doctor visits, shor-
tenstays in hospitals and nurs-
ing homes, and both add and
subtract items on a drug list,
State Economic Security Co-
mmissioner Merritt S. Deft;
Jr., said on July 2 it was too
early to tell what effect the
new federal r mutations limiting
doctors' fees would have on the
total cost of the Kentucky pro-
gram.
PUBLIC AUCTION
Some 50 Chevrolet sedans of
1967 vintage and 175 pick-up and
dump trucks, all in running con-
dition, will be sold to the highest
bidder on July 16, first day of
a two-day public auction to be
held by the Department of High-
ways at its garage on Dailey
Avenue in Frankfort.
In all, more than 500 separate
surplus items are to be sold.
Om July 17, a large number of
trucks in non-running condition
and small shop equipment such
as chain saws, air compressors,
tire changers, will be offered.
MINE-RESCUE
September 27 and Jenny Wiley
State Park, Prestonburg, have
been chosen as the date and
place for this year's state mine-
rescue demonstration contest.
The object is to showproficiency
In mine-rescue techniques which
have made Kentucky teams so
adept they are called to other
states for rescue work.
Regional contests will be held
at Madisonville, Sept. 5; Harlan,
Sept. 13, and Pikeville, Sept. 20.
HIGH-RISK AID
Robert D. Preston, State In-
surance Commissioner, told re-
presentatives of small busine-
sses at a conference in Louisville
that he will ask Kentucky insuran-
ce companies to broaden their
coverage for such businesses
In high-risk areas, such as parts
of Louisville's West End, until
new. insurance legislation can be
proposed to the 19'70 General
Assembly.
PHONE FREE
-trial service whereby a tour-
ist in Kentucky can phone ahead
free for hotel-motel reservations
has been set up at the Information
and Travel Center conducted by
the Department of Public Infor-
mation on the Kentucky Turnpike
at Sheptierdsville.
Public Information Commiss-
ioner W. James Host said the
operation was set up by the Echo
Telephone Company, Shepherds-
vile, and the Kentucky Hotel-
Motel Association. Calls are
limited by computer control to
participating motels and hotels.
The service, if successful, will
be expanded, Host said.
He added "this is just another
service to tourists visiting Ken-
tucky. It further exemplifies co-
operation between private enter-
prise and state government."
BEAUTIFICATION
The Divisin of Clean - Up
and Beautification of the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources is
conducting a statewide survey
of Kentucky communities which
participated in beautification pro-
grams this year. Questionnaires
have been mailed to 95 communi-
ty leaders.
Information obtained will help
in making plans for 15 regional
workshops in September and in
selecting communities to reco-
mmend for awards given annua-
lly by Keep America Beautiful,
Inc. The deadline for such reco-
mmendations is Aug. 1. For sur-
vey forms write the Division.
NEW TROOPERS
With graduation of 31 cadets
in ceremonies at the National
Guard Armory here, strength
of the 'Kentucky State Police force
was brought to 558 men, only
nine short of its authorized st-
rength of 567.
The new troopers now begin
a 12-month probation period, dur-
ing which they will travel with
veteran troopers to gain exper-
ience. In presenting diplomas,
Public Safety Commissioner W.-
0. Newman wished each graduate
"the best of luck."
CORRECTIONS
The second of two in-service
training conferences for correc-
tions personnel will be held at
Eastern Kentucky University,RI-
chmond, July 20-26 under spon-
sorship of the EKU School of Law
Enforcement. The first was sche-
duled July 6-12.
Topic of the conferences is
"Community Resources." Talks
were expected from representat-
ives of the State Departments
of Economic Security, Child Wel-
fare and Mental Health, as well
as from the Job Corps and Sal-
vation Army.
VALUES TRIPLE
Agricultural economist at the
University of Kentucky, Dr. John
H. Boodurant notes the value of
Kentucky farmland has almost
tripled since 1950 and has stayed
ahead of the national average for
increased value.
His recent study shows that-
on the average-an acre of Ken-
tucky farmland Worth $81 inn 1954
is now worth $224 (Nov. 68 figur-
es). The upward trend will con-
"DOER & TINIEs — MURRAY,
tinue, but at a lower rate, bt
predicts.
GRANT APPROVED
The Kentucky Program Deve-
lopment Office has approved a
$940,000 federal grant to Jan-
kids, Ky., Gov. Nunn's office
announced, to buy and .surpand
a privately owned water system.
KPDO Administrator Frank
Groschelle said the expandedpla-
nt will provide new services to
new homes and businesses, and
better fire protection.
ATTENTION WOMEN
Women's organizations in ken-
way planning programs are in-
vited to write Mrs. Marie Hum-
phries, chairman of the Kentucky
Commission on Women, for spe-
akers, including members of the
commission, speech material
and films on a variety of subjec-
ts.
Mrs. Humphries' office addre-
ss is Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
Ky., 40601.
MILK SALES UP
Since 1950, Kentucky's total
milk sales have increased 3 per
cent, despite a 37 per cent drop
in its cow population, Agricul-
ture Commissioner J. Robert
Miller announced.
He compared Kentucky with
Illinois, which suffered a 36 per
cent loss in milk production and
a 61 per cent drop in cow popu-
lation.
CHILD WELFARE
A July 1 expansion of servic-
es to children in Kentucky was
announced with the appointment
of three area administrators for
the Department of Child Wel-
fare.
The appointments represented
promotions within the departme-
nt for William Braxton, Louis-
ville, who will have his head-
quarters at Owensboro, Robert
A. Neuroth, Newport, who will
be stationed in Bowling Green;
and Ralph Anderson, Louisville,




Margaret Heckler, Catherine May,
Massachusetts Washington
NIXON UNFAIR, THEY SAY - -These four Republican members of
to get the Nixon administration to appoint more women to key
unfair, they say, that only a dozt:n of nearly 1,200 top jobs
LONGRIFLEMEN
Two new names have been
added to the list making up Ken-
tucky's 1969 Longrifle team
which will compete with teams
from other states and take part
in the Daniel Boone Festival at
Barbourville Oct. 8-11. They are
Jack Rouse,-Walton, and Millard
Sewell, Louisville, who competed
to in eight holdover members.
NINE HOLES
A nine-hole golf course atJohn
James Audubon State Park, Hen-
Jerson, has been added to the
State Parks system of golf cour-
ses. Parks Commissioner Rob-
ert Gable cut the ribbon at a
1June 26 ceremony. The state
now has 12 golf courses, 10 with
nine holes and two with 18.
'The planet Neptune was dis-
covered. in 1846.
* * *
Archimedes was a noted
Greek mathematician and inven-
ter::




government posts. It is
are filled by women.
COSMONAUT TO ASTRONAUT -Goodwilling in Russia, Amer-
ican astronaut Frank Borman (left t examines a model of
the Soviet spaceship Vostok presented to him in Moscow by
Soviet cosmonaut Georgy Beregovoi. Earlier Borman be-
came the first American to visit the Eupatoria tracking
station near Simferopol. ( Cablephoto)
BACK HOME from his fourth
and final tour of Latin
AmeriCa for President Nixon,
Gov. Rockefeller of New
York tells newsmen at Ken-
nedy Airport the violent pro-
tests that met him the
countries he visited "are lear
evidence of the fact that all
is not well an there is an
urgent need for changes in
our policy."
He's Only a Drunk
In a non-Gilded Cage
MANILA (UPI) - Mayor
Cesar Cruz of Calumpit Town,
35 miles north of Manila, has
orkeyd construction st a mo-
bile jail resembling a bird cage
mounted on a jeep trailer for
detaining troublesome drunks.
-Five per cent of passenger
cars sold in the United States
in 1967 were convertibles.
SAVERS! TOMORROW IS A BIG DAY!
Passbook Deposits By July 10
Earn  Months Guannteed Interest Dec. 311
SAVING
"Extra Earning" Cfik PASSBOOKS ERTIFICATES
(No Minimum) (Interest From Date Of Deposit)
510,000
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UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON UPI - The story
is admittedly hard to grasp in
printed words, but envision any
old movie featuring Lauren Baca-
II and Humphrey Bogart, or Tall-
ulah Bankhead, set in the tropics
and far removed from civilizat-
ion.
Then one may begin to get
the idea of how it is on the
Grand Cay of the Bahamas, which
is becoming one of President
Nixon's favorite resorts.
Last week he spent most of
two days at the Grand Cay res-
idence of Robert Abplanalp, a
New York industrialist who has
developed a deep interest in sev-
eral projects involving this group
of tiny, off-the-beaten-path islan-
ds about 150 miles from the
southeast Florida coast.
The Abplanalp residence is
rather grand structure, for this
area, overlooking a complex of
tiny islands and lagoons. He is
interested in the area for several
reasons. One is thCkharvesting
of rare tropical fish 1(110WIl to
breeders .and fanciers all over
the world. Another interest is
admittedly experimental but it
involves so-called "fish farm-
ing" - raising food fish in vast
quantities by providing natural
foods and breeding areas in which
these fish will breed and be har-
vested in the manner of a well-
run wheat or corn field.
About seven miles from Grand
Cay is another relatively large
island owned by Abplanalp, Walk-
er Cay, on which stands what
has to be one of the more color-
ful hotels in this part of the
world. Known as the Walker Cay
Club, it is a fascinating oldstruc-
ture.
The 20-room structure has
four air - conditioned bedrooms
for transients. When Nixon is in
residence on Grand Cay, his
staff and a small press pool is
based on Walker Cay, virtually
without communications except
for the White House internal
shortwave radio system.
Meals are served at precise
hours in the hotel lobby-and only
.at those hours. One corner of the
lobby is devoted to a tiny bar run
for a few hours each day by a
moody Swiss fellow. The hotel
manager is a 19-year-old Amer-
ican boy; his chief assistant is
18.
Organized I-% hittlers
DETROIT (UPI ) Like
to whittle your time away?
So do members of the Na-
tismal Woodcarvers Association.
The 1,300 members exchange
projects, patterns and supplies,
reptina the Encyclopedia of Ae,
sociations, published by Gale
Research Co., Detroit.
Growing Holland
THE HAGUE (UPI) — The
Dutch population at the begin-
ning of 1969 stood at
12,798,271. The rise in one
year waa t$1116, com.
pared with 125,788 dur-
mg 1967.
"HELP, Keep America Beau-
tiful- us tile message the
hp.ely holding up.' It's
a litterbag that hangs ineWe
ear and doublek as an
s-0 zz. ni•ed be issfied by
Keep America Beautiful. Ine:.
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'Subscription TV—How Soon a Reality?
i.-
•• CHICAGO—If you are a
! rabid theater buff, chancgs are
,that within the next year or
two you will be able to watch
1-the opening of a new Broadway
Clatter or musical in the comfort
taf your living 
room chair.
„ On the other hand, if you
refer long-haired music, regu-
ir performances from such'
oncert centers as famed Car-
fliegie Hall will be available in
similar manner without travp-
*ling to New York and battling
•for tickets that are scarce as
hen's teeth.
First-run movies also will be
available where an entire family
Will be able to see their favorite
Mars for less than a single ad-
Dila/don to a downtown theater.
The new system, which would
bring top box office entertain-
ment into your living room is
"Vie controversial subscription
belevision concept that was
'kicked" around for more than
.3.7 years before the Federal
r..ornmunications Commission ap-
'proved the idea in December,
2968, with the guarantee that
It would in no way interfere




THE FCC decision has won
Wide support in the film colony.
The Hollywood AFL Film Coun-
cil, which is composed of AFL-
CIO unions and guilds, adopted
a resolution reaffirming their
longstanding support for sub-
scription TV.
The FCC decision, however,
has met with strong opposition
from the National Association
,M Theater Owners, who have
'challenged the regulatory action
4n the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.
Meanwhile, the theater own-
stirs across the country have
launched a hard-bitting cam-
paign in a bid to persuade Con-
sprees to reverse the FCC ruling.
• The theme of the campaign
le "Save Free TV," which is
headlined on their movie house
Marquees along with such ultra-
modern films as "I Am Curious
(Yellow)," "The Cats" and
"Can Heironyrnus Merkins Ever
Forget Mercy Humppe and Find
True Happiness."
, • • •
THE FCC in its December an-
nouncement said, We believe
. . . that subscription television
will provide a beneficial supple-
ment to free TV" and may "pro-
vide a healthy stimulus to im-
prove the quality" both of com-
mercial and non commercial ed-
ucational TV.
However, Julian Rifkin, pres-
ident of the National Associa-
tion of Theater Owners, in a
letter urged members of Con-
gress, -To ban pay TV, in any
form, and to preserve the pub-
lic's right to free television
viewing."
In actuality, under the terms
of the FCC's authorization, a
subscription TV station will only
IS WA AND $0111116 DOl.DLY
IN ACTION PA= TWIRLERS
1I15TFUL 4r DOJAARS
A movie theater campaigns for "Save Free TV."
be allowed in a community
which has four other commer-
cial, or free, TV stations. If
one of the commercial stations
went off the air, the subscrip-
tion TV station could not con-
tinue to operate. It also stipu-
lates that any sports event now
shown free on commercial tele-
vision, such as the World Series
and professional football, can-
not be shifted to the new me-
dium.
• * •
THE National Association of
Theater Owners, using a grOlip
called the "Joint Labor and
Management Committee to Save
Free TV,' recently "distributed
a fact sheet for use by movie
theater exhibitors which claim-
ed it would cost more than
$1,000 per year for the average
family to watch the same
amount of programming now
available on commercial TV.
Surveys, however, do not sup-
port this charge. In the six-
year test of subscription TV in
Hartford, Comm., the average
subscriber spent about $2 a
week to watch programs of his
choice. Further, it was found
that lower and middle income
families, those that want but
can seldom afford the high prl
of movie admissions, made up'
most of the subscribers with 41
per cent being in the e4,000 to
$7,000 bracket.
the fraudulent implications by
Theater Owners that most of
organized labor is against sub-
scription TV.
The Screen Actors Guild has
urged Congress to permit the
orderly development of sub-
scription TV. In a resolution
sent to Congress, the Guild said
that theater owners and oper-
ators, "While cynically oppos-
ing subscription television, read-
ily adopt, advertise and pro-
mote a form of pay television
solely for theaters for events
such as the Indianapolis 500
lmile speedway race and other
major sporting events."
• • •
JOSEPH S. WRIGHT, board
chairman of Zenith Radio Cor-
poration, which pioneered the
development of the subscription
TV concept, said he was confi-
dent the FCC order would be
upheld "on the basis of last
.June's U.S. Supreme Court de-
cision on CATV, the California
Supreme Court decision on the
California STV case and the de-
cision of the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Colum-
bia in connection with the Hart-
ford operation.
"Programming for subscrip-
tion TV should provide the
strdrIkeitt • sthimlus ever given,
the creative arts in America,"
Wright said. "The home audi-
ence that has invested more
than $30 billion in TV receivers
* finally will have a free choice
JOHN president to support quality programs at
of the Hollywood AFL Film a low cost. Now we can see
Council, asserted that his or- television achieve its full po-





The new "floating classroom."
By JONATHAN EDWARDS






Sherwood Forest where Robin
Hood and his merry men strode,
modem day Britons are • busy
making bows and arrows for the
Russians.
"But not from Sherwood
wood," said Michael Stuttle.
"'That %ood's quite unsuitable,
notwithstanding the Robin Hood
legend to the contrary."
Why, in this technological age
when the Russians send men into
space, do they need good, strong
bows that can shoot an arrow
dead on target? The whole thing
is in the name of sport.
'The Russians have ordered
250 bows and 1,000 sets of arrows
from Britain for their archery
teams. They have their eye on
the 1972 Olympics when archery
will be featured for the first time
since 1908.
Stuttle; 32, sales director for
WASHINGTON — Can you take a ghetto drop-out and teed- an archery 
equipment firm at
the Sherwood Forest village of
him to "go down to the sea in sbips7"
The government thinks It can and as a result a unique project Cockney, nea
r Nottingham , thinks
is underway here to turn hard-core unemployed youths intc he has put Russian bow 
makers
oceanographic aides. If it succeeds, the program will be extendee out of business since he won 'a
to other cities. trial ssorder last November and
The program began Jan. 13 with 60 students, all but one black follow-ups
aboard the decommissioned ship Explorer of the U.S. Coast and 
this- year totaling
2f1,000 pounds ($48,00Q).
Geodetic Survey. The ship has been converted into a "floating -":„So far as I know, lbe whole
classroom" at the Navy yard.
The vessel, which saw yeoman service for 28 years in pace
 of the Soviet Union's archery
and war, will never go to sea again, but apparently many of the requiremen
ts are being purchased
'students will. Tim Tealy. in  frOm our small company," he
charge of the school, said that said. "We have also gift our first,
70 per cent of the students order from Hitngary.
were still aboard after thg Proud
"shakedown" period. •
• • • Naturally enough, the world
"THOSE who dropped out does not have many q
ualify bow
found it too difficult after be- makers, just a few in Europe
ing out of school so long," Tealy and the United States. Stuttle,
explained, "but the majority who says he promotes bows like
have remained and the students he would -vacuum cleaners, is
--are-- enthusiastic a bo u t the rather proud he beat the Artier-
-Courses.- " jeans these sales.
Tealy revealed that two stu-
dents were so enthusiastic that 
The firm's location it; Sher.
they have enlisted in the Navy wood Forest, next t
o a pub in a
for four-year hitches following
their graduation from the 20-
week course. _
"We're getting very good re- fort to train the - -Core un-
suits," declared Tealy, "espe- employed in this field. It hopes
dally when you consider that to train 120 youths between the
most of these boys had only a ages of 16 and 22 during the
sixth grade level of education." 35.month program.
"This is a pilot program,"
"AS A result, time which said am education officiah
would ordinarily have been "There is a critical need for
spent in teaching the skills nec- oceanographic aides and if the
essary for them to be oceano- program is successful, there will
graphic aides had to be devoted he jobs f or those who complete
in some cases to classes in such the courses."
• • •
basic subjects as English gram-
mar and math," Tealy said.
An effort will be made in the
next class to obtain students
with at least an eighth grade
level of education. All students,
prior to enrollment, are tested
by psychologists to weed out
those patently unsuited for a
sea environment,
Co-operating in the $155,000
program are the U.S. Office of
Education, which supplied the
funds; the General Services
Administration, which furnished
the ship; the Ogden Technolog±
teal Laboratories, which estaT
lished the curriculum and pro-
vided the instructors; and the
Navy, which provided a site for
the ship and-'will employ some
of the students as oceanograph-
ic aides. Others are expected
to serve in the merchant marine.
A Navy spokesman said the
courses, complete with sea-
going cruises, will turn the
ghetto youths into skilled tech-
nicians capable of assisting an
oceanographer in sound tech-
nology, photography, marine bi-
ology, geology, basic navigatior
and seamanship.
Who Really lWapts to Grow Old?





one in Hollywood—and every
other town--is trying to look
younger, Richard Boone's aging
and he loves it. Well, it was
only for a few hours every day,
of course -- for a movie, and
what actor doesn't like to play
"character" roles?
Boone aged from 441- to -75playing Kirk Douglas' father in
Ella Kazan's movie version of
his own novel. "The Arrange-
ment," co-starring Douglas,
Faye Dunaway and Deborah
Kerr. Although Boone is only
two years older than Kirk, he
enjoyed every (makeup) line
In his face, and every aging
Shuffle hi made in front of
the camera.
Any similarity to Kar.an's
own father in the portrayal is
not accidental, Boone admitted
to us. He knew the young(er)
Kazan and family when both
were at New York Actors Stu-
dio.
However, Kazan assured us
the character was not his dad
but rather one based on his
pal Clifford Odets' papa. P.S.
Boone plays a Greek-American
as Kazan" dad. Complete, with
slight accent.
• • •
AS SOON as he wound up
-The Arrangement," in Holly-
wood, he hopped over to Europe
for "The Kremlin Letter," in
wqlch he plays a master spy.
In this film the locale is the
masquerade. Since the Russians
wouldn't lee the comps y into
the country, they filmed in H61-
&Inn
Travel doesn't bother Boone,
.'ho has become a full-time
resident. of Hawaii. And wen
he works in Hollywood. he
thinks nothing of hopping home
to the islands should he have
Richard Boone as a happy
old man -for a movie.
a three-day weekend In Hawaii,
he owns land on two of the
islands, a boat, hired for char-
ter, and he's still hoping to ful-
fill a dream to build a movie
studio among the- pineapple and
sugar cane.
"But." Boone cautions, "there's
no sense in building 'a studio
to try and lure productions over
there until you can promise
film makers the professional
help to back them up like
electricians, aoundmen, camera-
men. etc.
"However, the time is cooling
closer when I will be able to
put up the sound stages and
administration offices with peo-
ple who are learning different
aspects of the business in Ha-
waii ito
"One of these days we'll be
able and ready to Offer our
facilities to moviemakers from
all over the world." (This sum-
mer the "Hawaii" sequel shoots
over there, as well as the "Ha-
waii Five-0- series).
Besides his home and the
boat, Boone is interested in
youth, training in the islands,
and gives as much of his time
as possible between films to or-
ganize drama groups among
underprivileged youth. Insofar
as his own career and the ad-
vancement of same is con-
cerned, Boone is, he smilingly




time in surgery and just as
much time fighting for law and
order in the Old West, Boone
has come to the, eonclusion that
his tour of duty on the channels
of national TV are over and
done with.
"At this moment," Boone
claimed "I don't think I'll ever
go back to TV. The decision is
not irrevocable, of course. Noth-
ing is. But my years with 'Med-
ic' and 'Have Gun Will Travel'
— not to mention the varloq4
dramas of the 'Richard Boorfe
Show'- -should take care of me
In the TV department."
Those shows tie. mentons
should also take care of him
In the financial department.
'there is every reason to believe
Richard Boone is a millionaire.
And a happy one.
The only things Boone really
wants to do now are to build
that studio, and go fishing.
"And once in a yollie, appear
In a good movie_ role. ICI 'could
do a couple of them a year,
then both the ego and the act-
ing "in me are satisfied."
And Boone could learn to
love to grow old— -off-screen,
tliSkt is. Then, We only lines in
Ms face would be from laugh-
ing all the way to the bank!






Africa (UPI) - The crack .dog
corps of the South African police
has a bite that is definitely worse
than its bark. Any number of
criminals can ruefully attest to
the truth of. this statement.
The dogs Alsatians have been
so successful in aiding in the
battle against crime that police
believe they have Ctt. downthe
use of firearms in asking ar-
rests or halting fleeing SUEOects..
For the past seven y elvs
dozens of dogs have been trained
for patrols in urban areais and for
tracking in the country districts
-- all of them taught to sniff out
marijuana, to help in rescue work
and in detection of mines.
Now, says Col. Andries Brink.
commander of the DoeScliool at
Pretoria, exptriments are under
way with airborne Parachute pat.
role in which dogs will be dropped
in inaccessible areas 'where crim-
inals have often thought them-
selves safe from pursuit.
Heading the experiment is.
Constable Anthony Prinsloo and
his dog "Prins". In all the prac-
tice jumps so far the dog has
shown no fear, even in leaping
from the open door of a light
aircraft at the command of and
in company with his handler.
Same Parachutes
Prinslom.and the dog use the
same twu-prliehuteg but there is
alp .emergency chute for 'Prins
in event of a break in the-line
Joining him to his handle!. This
parachute opens antomatically.
Ace:Larding to Brink a unit
of parachute digs will be '111.14
to accomplish much in heavs
bushveld or mountainous (Cr
rain where the police are hamper
ed by transport difficulites. I hey
will be specifically directed again
it marijuana growriii and I attle
rustlers who operate in remote
areas and on the slopes of the
Drakensberg Mountains.
South African police have
awardecia number of decorations'
to police dogs. The most recent
went to "Caro" who pursued an
armed, escaped convict through
dense tropical bush_ Although
wounded, the dog sprang into a
tree where the convict was hiding,
brought him down and held
In Durban when a mob of
2,500 packed the streets and
refused to disperse_ on police
order a call went out for the
clog corps. Two dogs arrived with
their handlers. The crown-jeered,
Die handlers said:
"BlaC (bark). The crowd
surged forward.
"Brom" (growl). Someone
swung at a policeman with a
stick.
"Byt! )r-The crowd
Mired back, and within an hour
thf streets were cleared.
. ,
* ,_p:IC!uresque village, is more coin-
THE OFFICE of Educatiohfidence than connection with
termed the projec the first ef- the legendary Robin Hood who
ha shot many an arrow on
movie and television screens.
"Even in medieval times, the
wood for Sherwood bows came
from Spain," Stuttle said:
"About the only thiug Sherwood
wood was used for watt to wiak.s
fires." • ,
Today's bows are very dif-
ferent from the weapons carried
by medieval archers. For a start,
the wood no longer bends. Hard
rosewood from India or bubinga
from Africa forms the center
section held by the hand. The
curving, bendable end sections,
called limbs, are made of fiber
glass.
At least the bows are still
hand-made, but not by any anc-
ient craftsmen at the I5-year-old
finn.
"You won't. find a lot of
tobacco-chewing, wizened old
men," said Stuttle. "We trtke
boys when they leave School
and train them in the craft.
They are probably standing a-
round right now wearing psy-
chedelic sliirts'
Stuttle thinks he clinched the
deal with the Russians when their
woman champion. Nina kozina,
won two gold medals at the
1968 European Archery champ-
ionships with one'of his bows.
The Russian women are so
strong that they shoot with boWs
weighing 50 pounds - the heav-
iest sort used by men. Normally
bows for women pull a weight of
24 to 36 pounds, Stuttle puts




' HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI) f-
Pennsylvania is increasing its lead
as the No.1 hunting state in the
nation.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
'service reports Pennsylvania top-
ped the.nation in every category
of hunting license sales for the
1967-68 fiscal year.
There were 1,062,121 paid
ilunting license holders iti the
Keystone State for the year, an
all-time record and an increase
of 66,931 over the previous
year. Michigan was a distant
second, with 903,545 paid license
holders.
When resident huntinglicenses,
tags, permits and stamps issued
by all states were lumped to-
gether, Pennsylvania also was
in front with a total of 1,539,952,'
compared with second-place Cal-
ifornia's 1,4591874.
* * *




546 W. Main Street Phone 753-2621
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— Fitxr PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Pine Cleaning Phone 753-2652
* Executive Shirt Service *
elit5e1
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SALES, SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
HVVY. *4, ONE MILE cf.ST OF MURRAY
• Orrice PH. 753-6685
•
On_ G. HOPSON JOHN D. GROGAN
HOME Pt-t. 436-5890 753-2985
Deseret is the early Mormon
name for Utah. '
* * *
The world's largest flying bird
is the wandering albatross, with
a wing spread oi about I I 1/2
feet.
* * *
Colorado gets its name from
the Spanish word for ."red."
* *
Cathay is the oldname of
China, used by Marco Polo.
* * *
The Tower of London served
tmtil the '17th century as an
arsenal.
* * *
The oldest yacht club is the
Royal -Cork Yacht Ode estali-
bliheil in Ireland in 1720.
,o A.m. • a
1
The first photo of the moon taken from inside aVolkswagen
240,000 miles away.
Attention: Cape Kennedy.
If those last shots of the moon .seemed like o lot
of trouble, consider taking some from a Volkswagen
Sunroof Sedan..
We believe there are certain advantages.
For instance, you'll only have to pay a crew of
one to man our croft..
He just stops the car. And cranks open the cover.
(His view can be anywhere up to a whopping
390. square inches.)
- When he's through, he juSt reaches up and
cranks the cover closed.-
IThp whole car becomes as airtight and water-
proof as our regular VW sedan)
Think it over, Cape Kennedy
Your pictures of ttle rrtoon cost
over $2 billion 10 take
Ours only cost $2,023.81
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HIGH AND Day—The storm that left a trail of death in northeastern 
Ohio left this cruiser
high and dry on U.S. 6 in Vermilion, where the river reached 13 feet above flood 
level.
NEW YORK trp — The %cock
market began the opeping
week of July with the same pat-
tern of selective strength that
appeared in the final days of
June, but trader and investor
*whoa should not be shed over-
night, slid E. F. Hutton & Co.,
Inc.
The holidayatiortened week
saw the stock market make ano-
ger attempt at an overdue ral-
ly following an unsocessful at-
tempt late in June because of
tmcertainty over the surtax,
said Goodbody & 0o.
The firms said a rally at
time woula provide an opportu-
"eity to upgrade investment
portfolios " by pruning out dead
wood and building cash reserv-
es—some portion of which can
be employed in high-grade tax-
exempt and corporate bonds."
The summer rally attempt
seems under way, with one plus
factor—House passage of the
tax surcharge extension, said
Walson & Co. The firm noted,
however, that while the House
vote was "a real cliff-hanger,"
even more of a battle is ex-
pcted in the Senate.
Veterans Questions
and Answers
Q. — in the ast minute rush
of final exams, packing and
leaving college for the summer.
I lost the certification of at-
taxiance card which I received
from the Veterans Adininistra-
thin. How can I get a replace-
ment? I know that I must re-
turn this card in order to re-
ceive my final educational as-
sistance check from the VA.
A. — Write, call or visit the
VA regional office where your
veteran records are on file to
request another certification of
attendance card. You are cor-
rect that the card must be re-
turned in order to be paid your
final allowance check.
Q. — Ten years ago I obtain-
ed a VA guaranteed home loan
under the Korean G. 1. B111.
e guaranty limit was then
$7,500. I now want to get a
loan to enlarge and improve
y home.
Will the VA guaranty up to
$5,000 of this loan, which is
the difference between the for-
mer limit of $7,500 and the
new $12,500 limit?
A. — Under a Law that went
into ec(ect May 7, 1966, the
maximum VA guaranty was in-
creased from $7,500 to $12,500.
Therefore, a veteran Who pre-
-viouslY used 67,500 entitlement
anti a prelude to the funds- his eligibility fork 0.4.
The first hall ef 1969 was ance of $6,000, 
has \ a remaining ghtiPement
ea
mental changes in investor at. has not expired.
tatudes and investment valisad Q — My wife died recently
She was the designated bene-
ficiary on my National Service
Life Ineurance policy. Must I
now designate in writing my
children as the new hepatic-
•
I lre in QklahOina City
tions which characterize the end
of one major economic cycle
1960-69 and the beginning of
another 1970-?, mid Wright Ad-
visory Reports.
lanes, or will the Veterans Ad-
ministration automatically pay
the proceeds of my policy to
them?
A. — If the named benefici-
ary diee before the insured,
the only provision for auto-
matic payment is to the insur-
ed's estate. To avoid this the
Insured should- make a new
beneficiary designation, naming
the children, the share he wish-
es each to receive, and specify-
ing what is to be done with the
share of any child who might
die before the insured.
VA Form 29-366 for naming
beneficiaries may be obtained
from the Veterans Administra-
tion insurance office where the
veteran sends his premium, or
from the VA regional office
where the veteran's records are
n file.
Q - How many semester hours
are required for full time train-
ing in graduate school?
A - An accredited graduate
course will be considered full
time when 14 semester hours
or .the equivalent are taken un-
less it is the estahlished policy
of the school to consider less than
14 hours or the equivalent as full
time enrollment. A school offi-
cial must so certify.
Q . I have a G. I. loan on my
home. I want to borrow money
on my equity in the home for
my children's college education.
Is it necopsary to obtain the
approval of the Veterans Admin-




Q - My brother received an
honorable discharge from his
Korean Conflict service. He later
received a bad conduct discharge
from his Post-Korean service.
Does this bar him from all vet.
WALKER COMFORTABLE
LOS ANGELES UPI - Judge
Herbert V. Walker, dean of the
Criminal Court bench who sen-
tenced Sirhan B. Sirhan to death
for the murder of Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, was reported resting
comfortably today after suffering
a heart attack. Walker, 70, was
stricken at his home in suburban
Glendale and WES aoinitted to
Queen of Angels Hospital last
Thursday. A hospital spokesman
said Walker, who presided over
the lengthy Sirhan trial, was in
satisfactory condition.
MODIFIES LABELS
WASHINGTON UPI - The Ag-
riculture Department has told
manufacturers of household dis-
infectants and sanitizers not to
label their products "germ pro-
of" unless they actually kill ger.
ms. A spokesman said many pro-
ducts so labeled "merely inhitit
the growth of germs" instead of
killing existing germs in the
laundry or on carpets or uphol•
stery.
,
-New 'Sutler development in
buck deer begins within 10 days
after the old antlers have been
shed.
* * *
A total of 43 different vege-
tables are grown in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texas




A group of youngsters are NOR entering the Notional Cowboy Hall of Fame to




OKLAHOMA CITY, ,Okla. ---
The only ,museum of its kind,
depicting for children how the
Old West was born and devel-
oped, has been opened at the
National Cowboy Hall of Fame
and Western Heritage Center.
The Western Heritage Mu-
seum for Children is designed
to take visitors, primarily
grammar school children, on a
trail through history of the
West from Indian settings
through a recreated frontier-
town.
The 11.760-square-foot facil-
ity has been set up as a major
project of the Oklahoma City
Junior League in co-operation
with the Cowboy Hall of Fame.
• • •
JUNIOR LEAGUERS made a
comprehensive -study of child-
ren's museums and programs as
they researched the history of
the West for authentic Inter-
pretation. They also contribitted
$10,000 to belp establish the
museum which is expected to ge
visited this year by 30.000
vhildren
Now history becomes alive
with an Indian camp, a beaver
habitat and trappers' tools, an
authentic sod homestead, a




the reality ay+ the smell of
leather in the boot and saddle
shop, the feel of a fur, stretched
for drying, the a Su n d of a
grandfather clock ticking away
In the Stockmen's Hotel.
The Heritage Museum offers
elementary school children a
tour of the Old West in chrono-
logical order. They view scenes
of Indian cultures, trapping,
mountain men, cavalry, and
Mining displays, transportation
exhibits, a sod homestead, and
a complete frontier town wit.M
livery stable, blacksmith shop,
hotel, doctor's office, boqt and
saddlery, assay and telegraph
offices, photographer's stucho
and print shop, general store,
Jail, log school house, church
and theater.
The,' see an Indian village
and displays devoted.to several
tribes, a real beaver dam under
construction, a covered wagon,
• buggy once used by a famous
Texas cattleman. a Butterfield
stagecoach, and Pony Express
gear displayed in the transpor-
tation section.
The sod homestead, surround-
ing barbed wire fence and chic-
ken coop illustrates a scene on
the prairies of Kansas and Ne-
braska. Chuck wagon eihibits
and other mementoes dramatize




stores and offices are open with
entrances off the central board
sidewalk.. Authentic furnishings
are used, such as an 80-ye5r-old
hand-hewn altar 'in the church
and early surgical equipment in
the doctor's office.
Pine logs for the stockade-
styled walls of the Heritage
Musehm were obtained frqm
Umber cutters near Pikes Peak
National Forest
The Heritage ,Masewn Com-
mittee of the Justpoi League
operates the new children's mu-
seum and conducts tours for
school children on weekday
mornings. Puppet and marion-
ette shows ere. given in the Ta-
bor Opera house.
eran benefits?
A - No. Benefit entitlement
earned during your brother's
honorable wartime service is
undisturbed by his subsequent
Post - Korean service provided
there was a break between the
two service periods.
As far as the bad conduct
discharge is concerned, the
Veterans Administration will det-
ermine, after a review of the fac-
ts, whether the discharge was
under conditions which woul
preclude benefit entitlement.
Natal Recalls Its Days
As 'Corridor of Victory'
By JOHN VIRTUE
NATAL, Brazil-(UPI) - Dur-
.ig World War II this quiet city
perched on Brazil's northeastern
hump was the most important
place in Latin America.
President Franklin D.
Roosevelt came to Natal. So
did Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Madame C.hiang-kai-shek and a
host of Middle Eastern potent-
ates.
Hollywood celebrities like
Bob Hope shunned the glitter
of Rio de Janeiro to perform
before enthusiastic audiences in
Natal. A weekly English lang-
uage newspaper called "The Fer-
r). News" was published.
For Natal was known then
as "The Crossroads of the
World" and "The Corridor of
Victory" as more than 100,000
U.S. servicemen passed through
en route to Africa and Europe.
Because the shortest and saf-
est route across the Atlantic was
from Natal, the United States
in 1942 established Panamirim
Field. About 1,000 buildings,
including a hospital and a corn-
piete overhaul center for air-
craft, were constructed.
The permanent population of
Panamirim Field was some
10,000, compared to 50,000 for
Natal; The base telephone book
was thicker than the Natal di-
rectory.
During the two weeks pre-
ceding the June 6, -.1944 in-
of Europe, aircraft left
ranamirim Field in an unbroken
stream. Goods for the relief
of Stalingrad were flown from
Natal, as were troops who had
apeitt Site "here getting used to
the heat in preparation for the
Sieilian campaign.
Hospital cases were flown
back to Natal from Europe via
,%frica.
One of the incoming llights
from Africa brought Roosevelt
for a meeting with Brazilian
president Getulio Vargas on
Jan.' 28, • 1943, in Natti.
Roosevelt stopped off on his
way home from the Casablanca
conference with British Prime
Minister Wins* Churchill.
Natal prospered during the
war as local residents were em-
ployed at the base. Thousands
of dollars were spent by service-
men who drove 20 miles into
town - over a highway built
by the Americans in six weeks:-
on their three-day leaves.
The price of the prosperity
was inflation. Prices rose faster
than in other parts of Brazil.
Then the pullout of the Ameri-
cans in 1945 broughta slump
some residents say still affects
Natal, although the city
has since grown to 250,000.
Praise
Among those who say the
U.S. presence was good for Natal
is Luis da Camara Cascudo, a
retired law, history and anthro-
pology professor of world re-
known and, at the time, the
liaison man between the city
and the U.S. military command.
"They say 'you can't listen
to Cascudo because he's sold
out in-Ytinkee Irhperialism,' "
the 70-year-old scholar said in
an interview in his book-lined
study. "It's nothing of the sort.
I just got to know the Ameri-
cans well."
"I was out on patrols all the
time. but there were never any
clashes between the Americans
and the Brazilians.
"None of the Americans
stayed behind after the war, but
15 of them married Brazilian
girls. Some of the former of-
ficers and nurses have come back
on visits to show their children
where they were stationed dur-
ing the war."
"One thing the Americans
did was change our eating ha-
bits," said Cascudo, who has
written a book on Brazilian di-
ets. "They left the tomato
which they had introduced in
salads here." -
They also left behind Pane-
mirirn Field, now the commer-
cial airport. But it still has
a distinct U.S. military look,
even though the buildings all
have red tile roofs.
Many of the barracks and
administration buildings were ta-
ken over by the Brazilian Aero-
nautical ministry and by the
Brazilian Air Force, so Brazilian
airmen now march in the parade
square where Americana
marched 25 years ago.
Other buildings formed the
nucleus of a town called Pans-
mirim which grew up after
World War II.
IMPOSE QUARANTINE
MANILA UPI - Health officials
In Japan, South Korea, Singapore
and Nationalist China imposed
Cloarantibes and other anti.epid-
emic measures today to guard
against the spread of a cholera
40031reak to their countries. Hoeg
KOeg became the latest Asian
port to be declared infected with
the disease, which travelers re-
ported was widespread in Cornm-
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DO YOU EVER WONDER IF
600 15 PLEASED WITH YOU?
•Cs•i
4111110 , emear
I'M NUTS ABOUT MY WIFE, SLATS, BUT \i BUT I. FEEL LIKE THE
SHE'S NEVER MADE THE LIKES 0' THIS COIDEMNED CRIMINAL WHO
SANDWICH : YOUR BECKY HAS Gar ATE A HEARTY MEAL BEFORE
TO BE some THEY PULLED THE STRING ON
KIND 0' HIM! WHAT'LL WE DO ABOUT
GENIUS! WORK, SLATS ? 2
by Charles M. Schulz
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WE HANDLE ONLY U.S. PRIME BgEF
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS











All Reg. 6 Bottle Crts.
Plus. Deposit






















PUREX 301. BOTTLE 42
ICE MILK TURNERS 9
1TiNSEl  PIES 5 FOR5,1







LEGS  49c LB.
NECKS & BACKS 10c LB.
FRESH FRESH


















SDIXIE BELLE1 Lb. Box19
ARMOURS
TREET l""an 49C
ICE CREAM rown nServe


















Pork Liver LB. 390
NORSES 
FAB ¶118
Fish Sticks 8 OZ. 39CPKG. With This CouponVoid After July 15th
KING SIZE
01
50 Treasure hest tamps
With This Coupon And The
' Purchase Of 3 Lbs. Ground
Beef.
Void After July 15th
3 20 04111
Bottle KFli SLICED1,4 LOIN
10 FOR
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase.





50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With This Coupon And The
Purchase Of 5 Light Bulbs.
Void After July 15th
10 Lb. Bag Red Potatoes I9c
With This Coupon And $5,00
Cr More Purchase.
Void After July 15th
—
PAGE TWELVE THE LEDGER
TIMES — MURRAY, IC ZNTUCLY WEDNESDAYAm7, 
J[LY 1960
FOURTH OF JULY AFTERMATH—Northern Ohio still is counting deaths and damage days
after Fourth of July tornadoes and cloudbursts pounded the area from Toledo to Norwalk.
At the top a car is in water and a cruiser nearly out of water at Vermilion. Lower,,spec-
tators view a roadway which was slashed when a reservoir burst at Norwalk. sending
100 million gallons of water cascading into the downtown section.
Boating
By JACK WOL1STON
NEW YORk (UPI) -
Four yachts have been named
to the U.S. team that will com-
pete in England in August for
the Admiral's- Cur, t1se w. '
most covetedrocean racing team
prize.
Chosen by the North Ameri-
can Yacht Racing Union were
Carina, owned by Richard S.
Nye, who was named team cap-
tain; Palawan, owned by Thomas
J. Vi.atson Jr., and Red Rooster,
owned by Richard E. Carter
Homer R. Lnius' Rage will be
the alternate yacht.
Th,A _Admiral's Cup competi-
tion, staged every two years by
the Royal Ocean Racing Club
at Cowes, England, is made up
-of four events and top prize
goes to the team with the best
over-all performance.
Defending champion in the
1969 event is Australia which
won the Cup in 1967 by 107
points, the biggest winning mar-
On in the history of the four-
race series which began in 1957.
Australia's 1967 victory
marked only the second time
she had challenged for the
Admiral's Cup. In 1965, the
sailors from down under finished
second to Britain by 13 points.
The Australian triumph two
years ago also marked only the
second time that any country
other than Great Britain had
won the cup, the United States
capturing it in 1961.
The Aussies will face stiff
competition, this year. In addi-
tion to the United States and
Britain, challengers for the c,up
will include teams from Finland;
Ireland, France, Spain, Italy,
This-Netimitinds, Germany Swe-
den, Argentina and Berrriuda.
One of the three yachts that
made up Australia's cup-winning
team in 1967 will compete a-
gain this' year. She is Mercedes
Three, a 40-foot sloop to be
skippered by Ted Kaufman.
Rounding out the 1969 de-
fenders are Ragamuffin, Skip-
pered by Sid Fischer, and Koo-
mooloo, skippered by Denis
O'Neill. Captain-mtrager of the
Aussie team is Gordon
Reynolds, who skippered Cap-
ciee of Huon in the successful
1967 chailattgeti__,..
The Admiral's Cup competi-
tion, part of the famous We of
Wight regatta, gets under way
Aug. 1 with the 235-mile Chan-
nel Race. It will be followed by
the Britannia Cup Aug. 5, the
New York Yacht Club Cup Aug.
7, and the Fastnet Race Aug. 9.
Toughest race on the program
is the 605-mile Fastnet, which
actually was instituted in 1925,
32 years before the Admiral's
Cup series was inaugurated.
• -
The Fastnet is sailed down
the English Channel, around
Land's End, around Fastnet
Rock, off the southwest corner
of Ireland, back around the
Scillies, and then up the English









WKMU, CHANNEL 21, MURRAY
Week of July 14-18, 1969
MONDAY —July 14






6:30 French Chef: Fish Dinner
7:00 Conversation with Eric
Hoffer: Nature of Man
7:30 Beginning Folk Guitar
8:00 NET Playhouse: Home
9:30 Cineposium: Slender Thread
SEPTEMBER DELIVERY 'The4Irst giant ID:x4yry Boeing 747 air-
liner is scheduled for delivery to -ran American World Air-
ways tri-Septizniber. Top photo illustrates site; lower'i
the spacious interior. Pan Am has 33 of the planes valued
at -876.;.nottion on order. .They are capable .of seating 490
passengers. but normally will carry only 162 58 Arst class
anti. Ao.i in Economy. They vilI fly at 625 miles an holm,







6:30 News in Perspective
7:30 Astronomy: Fingerprints of
Stars
8:00 Book Beat: Mahalia Jackson
8:30 Folk Guitar: Advanced
9:00 Conversation: Sen. Mike
Gravel








6:30 Man from A.U.N.T.I.E.
6:45 Foods and Drugs
7:00 What's New?
7:30 Antiques: Stenciling
8:00 The Road: Frontier Nursing
Service
8:30 Spectrum : Flying at the
bottom of the sea
9:00 NET Journal: Germany
After the Fall
THURSDAY —July 17




5:30 Investigator: Art & Decision
6:00 Foc'Ths
6:30 Conversation: Sen. MikeGr-
avel
7:00 Book Beat: Mariana Jackson
7:30 Smart Sewing: Pair of Pants
8:00 NET Festival (I hr,)
















Spectrum: Flying at the










NEW 'YORK (UPI) - smoke
screen equipment developed
during World War ll to protect
ship movements, troop landings
an shore maneuvers is now
being used in a war against
mosquitos and other insects
throughout the world.
The so-called fogging mac bine&
which range from ones mounted
on jeeps and trucks to hand
portable models. have battled






Canada; an outbreak of encephal-
itis in North Dakota; niadaria in
Sao Paulo, Brazil, and pests in
horse racing stables at Saratoga,
N.Y.
Use of fogging machines for
pea control was not a consider-
ation in their original design,
according to William Bohn, pres-
ident of Todd-CEA. Inc., the
ni anti lac turer.
The I .S. Navy faced a' critical
need for high-output smoke gen-
eratom to provide a low-hang
long-lasting dense fog to mask
its operations from the enemy









Breast Portion  59c
.f; -1 JANE PAR1OV
APPLE P1E-1
it;7'r0
cooperation with todd shipy art6,
former parent company of Todd-
CEA.
The fogging machines were
adapted for pest control when
U.S. servicerpen faced tropical
disease-carrying insects in land-
tngs on Pacific islands.
* * '*
Clk Block Traffic
HELSINKI (UPI) - Mo-
torists driving to work got a
shock when 'they saw three elk
striding down the highway to-
wards Helsinki. Police, alerted
to a traffic jam. arrived and




SAN -FRANCISCO (UPI) -
"Don't switch -- fight! That's
how Dr. Sol Silverman, Jr., of
die University- of California Med-
ical . Center, . feels about the
smoking habits'
Sidverman and his colleagues
recently published a study of
636 patients treated for oral
cancer last year at the medical
center. The report said 90 per
cent of the male and 66 per
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LOUISVjLLE. K. (UPI) -
Thr Jefferson County Police I le-
e v
partment has applied for 
federal
funds for miniature: telepr
inters
to be installed in police cr
uisers.
'The teleprinters would 
enable
officers to receive printed mes-
sages, in addition to the present
police radio message. They also
would permit the sending of
messages to police officers, even
if they are away, from their
vehicles temporarily. Spokes-
men said the printed messages
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We Specialize In Home Repair
No Job Too Small or Too Large
--- Free Estimates ---
1. Carpenters
2. Painteh





We Can Furnish the Craftsman





TWO - BEDROOM apartment
Airoonditioner, carpets, else-
trie kttchest, carport. Call 716-
567B TEC
TWO - BROOM apartment,
oupetad, gr-condbdoned, Move,
refrigerator. Couples or tuck-
am NW Plume 753-311911. XeC
10 WIDE air-conditioced trail-
er. Phone 753-21130 after 4:00
p. M. Will accept girls. Bran-
don Dill. TEC
50' a 10' HOUSE TRAILER Air-
conditioning. 2% miles from
Murray. 870 a month rent.
Phone 753-6231, 3.8.c
ON KENTUCKY LAKE a three-
bedroom furnished house. Phone
4362323. J-11-C
TRAILERS- One 10 ft. wide,
two-bedroom, air - conditioned,
carpeted, automatic washer.
Private lot. Rent 875.00 per
month. One 8 ft. wide, two-bed-
room, airconditioned. Rent
850.00 per month. Phone 489-
3623. 3-11-C
ONE AND two-bedroom furn
imbed apartments on South 16th.
Zimmerman Apartments Phone
753-0609. 3-14-C
50' x 10' HOUSE Trailer. Air-
conditioning. 2Y4 miles from
Murray. $70 a month rent.
Phone 753-6231. 3-11-C
FURNISHED apartment for col-
lege boys. Call 753-5865 or 753-
5108. H-1-T-C
LARGE six-room apartment.
Also 40' a 40' business space
with good parking area. Con-
tact Farm Bureau, 753-4703 or
435-4892. 3-11•C
AIR-CONDITIONED trailer on
shady lot. Near University
Phone 753-1203. 3-11-P
TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, air-conditioned, stove,
refrigerator. Couples or teach-
ers only. Phone 753-2898.
.1-15-C
FOR SALE
KITCHEN WARES, dishes, pots,
pans, vases, etc., yard mowers
used, books, small electrical ap-
pliances including deep fat cook-
er, waffle, grill, can opener, ac-
cordian with music $65.00, Bell
lyre $50.00, flute $35.00, hand
tools; folding chairs„ yard
chairs, yard tools, odd items.
Cash sales. No refunds or ex-
changes. 809 Vine Street, July
11 and 12, hours nine a. m. to
four p. m. 3-11-P
1959 GMC 6-cylinder pickup,
Fleet Side, new paint, excellent
condition, cheap. Also trailer
for rent, 10' x 52', air condi-
tioned, good downtown loca-
tion. Baxter BiTbrey, phone 753k
5617 or '753-1257. J-11-C
NEW KLING SIZE bed ind ma
pie head board. Like new solid
oak five piece Spanish dining
room suite. Two solid maple
Early American end tables.
Westinghouse 40 inch white
electric range. Phone 753-64213
J-15-P
POE SALO
KAMM FURGUSON hay haise
sad New-Rolland rake in seed
condition. Can be seen attar
4:30 p.m. or call Puryear 247-
I9W. John McCuiston, Puryesr
Routs 2. TEM
NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,
65HP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheel. Heavy es-
ugh to cut 4" bushes, geotle
enough to cut your lawn. I
pick-up models, $325.00. Alas
pick-up and 3' pull modal&
inaon Tractor Co., 73641111ML
July SIC


















brick home on large lot All




sale or rent, 2800 square feet.
Five miles ,out of Murray on a
main highway. Call 753-8508 or
days 753-8004.
DOWNSTAIRS apartment, four
rooms, electric heat, two blocks
from University. Prefer coup-







Locally owned and operat-
ed for 30 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.









Located 100 So. 13ti St.
HELP WAHTIID
WANTED: The Palace Drive-In
is open 24 hours each clay. We
have some full time lobs avail-
able on the day shift, evening
shift and night shift. Apply In
person only. Palace Drive-1n at
F've Points. 3-9-C
WANTED: Curb girls or boys.
Apply in person at Jerry's Res-
taurant on South 12th Street.
3-10-C
EVENING FREE??'-No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% com-
mission demonstrating toys. No
Investment. Car necessary
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 15902. H-J-101'
WANTED: Baby sitter, day
hours, 5 days a week for three
children for reirnainder of sum-
mer. Phone 753-8504 after 4:00
p. m. J-10-C
AVON: U you need a good ste-
ady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
Experience unnecessary. Call
153-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064. 11.1-11-C
\BLACK TOP PAVING






Seta!~ $:00 a. in. and
5:00 p. in.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Ky. August-12-C
"BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H- 1TC
SERVICES OFFERED
SAM HARRIS Water, Service,
Murray, Ky., Route 5, phone
753-8061. 'Pure City Drinking
Water. .1-10-P
A,L.L SMALL appliances and
power mowers repaired, heating
elements on electric ranges in
your home, hand saws filed.
Call 753-6067, 512 rear, South
12th.
WILL DO painting Contact
Truman Edwards, 504 North
6th. Phone 753-6587. J-10-P
WILL DO baby sitting. Phone
753-71611. • 3-15-C
FOR ALL your 'e rbp spraying
needs with Hi-Boy, see or call
Henry Armstrong, Lynn Glove,
Ky. Phone 43.5-4531. 3-11-P
BUSH-HOGGLNG. Nick Horton,
phone 753-1203. J-11-P
LIGHT HAULING. general re-
pair and odd job work. Phone
435-4482 J-11-C
VACANCIES at Comstock High
School, Comstock, Michigan.
1. Chemistry, physics, electric
ity, combination teacher. 2.
General math and science teach-
er. 3. Speech, English, Journal-
ism combination teacher. 4. As-
/latent Band director. Salary
scheduled: BA Degree, $7.200.-
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree,
$7,776.00 to $13,248,00. If in-
terested, contact Mr. Howard
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock,
Michigan 49041. .1-22-C
AUCTION SALE -
AUCTION: 6:00 P. M. starting
time at 1305 Story Avenue,
July 10, 1969. Wayne Wilson,
Auctioneer, Phone 753-3263.
Beds complete, riding coat, size
16, vanities, with triple mirror,
chair and stool, desk, couch,
end tables, child's table, lamp,
pots and plants, refrigerator,
stove, cabinet, breakfast room
suite, white desk and chair, wet-
nut end table, mattress, stereo
stand, typewriter stand, uphol-
ster and cotton material, baby
bassinet, baby high chair, baby
potty chair, antique dresser and
baby bed, kitchen ware and
numerous other items, including
garden tools. 3-10-C
AUCTION SALE Saturday, July
12th at 10:00 a. m at the late
Cratic Paschall home one mile
north of Taylor's Store. Large
collection of unusual antiques
and modern furniture. Nice old
spinning wheel, lots of hand
spun and woven yarn and cot-
ton, items, thirty or forty extra
fancy quilts, butter molds,
dough tray, lots of china and
glass items, blue back speller
and newspapers and Almanacs
over 100 years old. Seth Tho-
mas Wate clock, pictture frames,
dressers, wash stand, jars, jugs,
kettles. To many antiques to
list seperate. Also large shed
filled with horse drawn tools
and shop tools. This is a good
sale, don't miss it. For infor-
mation call Otto Cheaters Auc-
tion Service, 435-4042, Lynn
Grove. 1TP
The Bedding Buy Of The Year
Simmons and Other Advertised Brands All On Sale•
$10.00 Allowance for your
old Mattress and Springs off
of Sale Prices 5/0.00.
We can't make this July
weather cooler but we can
make your nights more com-
fortable will? these Sale Pric-
ed supersized bedding by Sim-
MOd15.
Queen Size, Simmon's rest
master cleluxe mattress and
box spring, six inches long
er, six inches wider than re-
gular size. A fine quality ex-
tra firm combination with a
good looking quilted top. Un-
conchtionally guaranteed. This
combination will fit on your
present bed as expand° rails
or heavy frame is included.
Also during this sale a fine
linen set by "Cannon" consist-
ing of one contour sheet, one
regular sheet and two pillow
cases is included. Nothing
else to buy. A regular $199
value, Now $149.00.
King Sim, Simmons, rest mas-
ter deluxe quality, firm qual-
ity with good looking blue
floral sanitized ticking, 78"
by 80" mattress, two box
springs, heavy duty supported
angle frame and "Carman" lin-
en set of sheets and pillow
eiGos, $299 value,Now Fo
$199.00.
Regular Size, Simmons mat-
tress and box spring, 98th an
niversary quality, 312 coil
unit, firm, quilted ticking.
$119 value, Now $19.00.
Regular Size, advertised make,
quilted top, over 312 coil unit,
floral ticking of beige and
green, guaranteed construe
tion, iist price for mattress and
box spring $119.00, Sale Prke
$71.00.
Twin Size Simmons, good qual-
ity, tufted type innerspring
with heavy striped blue and
white ticking, mattress and
box wring, Only $58.00.
Bunkle, to be used with bunk:





One, Twelve by nine feet six
inches, new polyester pile, ran-
dom sheared, moss glow col-
or. New Only $41.34.
One, aloe by twelve, oval
braid, constructed of 100%
nylon boucie strips, very col-
orful with red, gold, blue and
beige border. 8114.06.
One, twelve by fourteen feet
six inches, rich moss color,
$100% selected polyester pile,










twelve foot by twelve
acrilan plush, minted
color, slightly soiled,
used in shoe, window,
$30.00. New 08.00.
SI.
Oise fifteen foot by six foot,
acrilan remnant, sunlit gold
color, 1 3 Price, $25.00.
Sovonty-Fivi 18" by 27" samp-
les, Choice Only 75e.
One, five piece twin bedroom
suite in antique white French
Provincial style, consits of two
chair back type twin beds,
large six drawer, double dress-
er with plate glass mirror,
large roomy chest and night
stand. Tops of case pieces in
Westinghiluse Plastic for easy
cleaning. A real good suite at
a close out price. All For
8199.00.
One four piece fine quality
Early American suite, all sol-
id construction, in a warm
brown maple finish, suite con-
sists of triple dresser with
picture frame mirror, large
five drawer chest, high poster
bed that can be used with
canopy, matching night stand.
This group has been discon-
tinued and has to be sold corn-,
plete. Reg. $449, Close Out
$275.00.
One olid hard rock maple 4-
piece bedroom Atte, finished
in a natural reddish maple
finish. Very best of construc-
tion, suite consists of large
triple dresser, chest on chest,
low post cannon ball full size
bed and matching commode
type night stand. A terrific
value, solid hard maple. Less
than replacement cost, Close
Out $249.00.
One three piece solid oak
Spanish Style bedroom group .
large double dresser, seven*
drawer with --picture frame
plate glass mirror Big roomy
chest and lattice type head-
board bed with high foot
board. A good quality suite
that will not show abuse. Close
Out Only $198.00.
One French Provincial four
piece group in cherry with a
rich dark brown finish. Trip-
le dresser with serpentine
front, large five drawer bow
front chest, chair back bed
for regular 04' queen size bed-
ding, and two drawer com-
mode type night stand. Reg
$449, Close Out $289.00.
fifteen by eighteet feet One full size high poster spool
eight inches, tweed ter bed made of solid red cherry
in 190% continuous Out of very expensive suite"
filament nylon, shades of
beige, tight woven, Clot.* Out
$125.00.
One twelve by eighteen feet
two inches, avocado moss,
polyester fibre, raodoin shear-
ed, one of the newest colors
and styles, Now Only $138.811.
Finished in red cherry, will
go with most antique pieces
Reg. $198.00, Close Out $145.-
oo.
Two twin size Hollywood Beds.
Headboard in Early American
style, salem maple finish, mat-
tress and box spring inner-
spring by Simmons, completeOne twelve by seventeen feet, with metal frame, close outsix inches, textered tweed' Each complete bed Onlyloop, florentine gold color, $63.00.
acrilan, a heavy tightly twist-
ed 3-ply yarn, $148.88. 
OUT AND FLOOR SAMPLES
EXTRA VALUES ON CLOSE.
One twelve by twelve foot,'shag carpet, made of 100% OF LIVING ROOM PIECES
Yodel polyester fibre, moss Two, two-piece living roomglow color. Mohawk's heaviest strhes, commerciar modernshag. Reg $181.85, Now $1290 styling, heavy foam cushions,
ttpholstered in good quality
cloth supported vinyl, choice
of luggage tan or avocado
green color, ideal for cot-
tage, den or rental purposes.
You can buy these for less
than having your old one re-
covered. Close out for a two-
piece suite $88.00.
Four Simmons Hide-A-Bed
sofas. All fabrics scotchguard-
ed, all cushions of Simmons
nimbus foam, all mattresses
of Simmons adjust-rest con-
structions.
One contemporary style, loose
cushion type, linen style up-
holstery in large floral design
with beige and gold, Queen
size mattress. Save $100, Reg.
$399, Now $299.00.
One Early American with sal-
em maple trim, heavy nylon
green tweed type upholstery.
skirted, two cushion, only sev-
enty five inches long. Reg.
$325.00, Now $266.00.
One cut back Lawson style,
liiiuul floral print fabric
in beige and brown tones.
Reg. $270.00, Now $198.00.
One traditional style, two cush-
ion, roll armed La‘ison, up-
holstered in large floral print,
with shades of green and
beige, one of the most popular
types. Reg $279.00, Now $lit.
oo.
One Mediterranean style sofa.
Ninty six inches long, up-
holstered in a beautiful da-
mask with red floral designon avocado. Loose c isatsio n
type with heavy foam, expos-
.e& wood of pecan in dark
almond shade. Save over one
hundred on this top sofa. Reg.
$26000, Now $1811.00.
One French Provincial sofa,
ninty two inches long. Three
cushion type in heavy foam
latex: Upholstered in a light
,gold scotchguarded tapestery,
beautiful finished fruitwood
frame with four carved legs
on front rail, a fine sofa that
will do credit to any home.
Slightly soiled, now one halfprice, Only,, $195.00.
One two-piece Early Ameri-
can living room suite, nyl n
upholstery in a new rust a
green tweed fabric, h
Miwn cushion. No wood trim.






FOUR NEW 1969 Zig-Zag sew-
ing machines with 20 year guar-
antee. These nationally adver-
tised sewing machines will make
buttonholes, sew on buttons, sew
over pins, and sew many creat-
ive designs without using at-
tachments, and will be sold for
only $31.90 each. Terms can,
be arranged. For free trial call
Paducah 442-8605 collect
1968 SINGER Style-O-Matic and
desk-makes buttonholes, sews
on buttons, monograms, em-
broiders, appliques, and sews
creative designs without using
attachments. Ten year guaran-
tee, full price only $5339
or $5.45 per month, terms. For
free home trial call Paducah
442-8605 collect. 3-10-C
BRACE yourself for, thrill the
first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean rugs. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. 3-12-C
CHROME TABLE and four
chairs. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-5888. 3-9-C
SIXTEEN registered Jersey hei-
fers, seven heavy springers, all
are artifically sired. James
Foster, five miles west of Ha-
zel, phone 402-8460. .1-414
LIVING ROOM furniture, TV,
twin size bed. Call 753-8648 af-
ter seven p. m.
DALMAT1ON PUPPIES for sale.
Excellent bloodlines. &KC Re-
gistered. Telephone 642-3151,
Paris, Tennessee. 3-12-NC
DRESSER AND mirror. Chest
of drawers. Early American
sots. Study desk. Call 753-6350.
J-10-C
TAPPAN GAS range. Price
$15.00. Phone 753-6392. 3-10-C
20' x 12' PONTON with cabin,
couch sink, table, cabinets, co-
mode, and 50 H. P. Evinrude,
with 30 gallon gas tank. Call
753-6842. 3-14-P
ANTENNA and Rotor, $50.00.
Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 p. m.
J-14-NC
USED COUCH, cEafr, electric
stove and automatic washer.
Phone 753-2737. 3-10-C
1968 TRIUMPH Tiger 500 c. c,
2000 miles, perfect condition
Phone 753-6565 after five p.
m. J-10-C
FRA.MOUS five string Folk gui-
tar with strap, use, picks and
Kap°. Phone 753-8592. 3-14-C
22 CLTBIC FOOT chest type
deep freeze, $120.00. Phone 438-
2250. 3-10-P
THREE-BEDROOM brick home.
Central heat and air, 1% baths,
built-in kitchen, carpeted thro-
ughout. Phone 753-4516 after
5:00 p. m. 3-14-NC
BY OWNER: 10 acre farm,
three-bedroom, with bath, air-
conditioning, 9' x 28' utility
room, 15' x 20' closed in porch.
Phone 492-8658. 3-14-P
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick on Keeneland Drive. Ex-
tras include seperate paneled
family room; carpeting through-
out; avacado refrigerator, range
and dishwasher; disposal; large
landscaped lot. Under $23,000.-
00. Phone 753-7424. J-11-N
AUTOS FOR SALO
1965 CHEVROLET truck, clean
and in good shape. Phone 753-
4647. 3-9-C
1968 CHEVROLET pick-up.
Long wheel base. Like new
Phone 753-6533. 3-10-C
1968 VOLKSWAGEN Stmliner,
sedan with push out windows.
Take over payments. Phone 753-
2521. 3-10-C
1986 CHEVELLE SS, 4-speed,
396. Sharp, local, low mileage
ear. Phone 753-3178. J-10-NC
WANTED TO BUY




SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Page Om)
but most folks in America grow
up speaking it, yet not studying
it exhaustively.
Take a foreign languagu, and
you'll learn more about English
grammar than you knew exist-
ed.
Speaking of languages Christian
Atha said "All people smile in
the eame language".
Reading a poem in the Fulton
Daily Leader the other d a y
which expresses some ideas we
have had for some time. The
poem is from "The Prophet"
Ly Kahil Gibran.
Sa many parents feel they
should direct their children in-
to some particular line of work
with no regard for what the
child may want to do. We have
held that children should be ex-
p_sed to many fields, then the
child will find the one in which
he finds particular enjoyment.
Each child is a separate per-
sonality, a separate individual
with his own mind. Anyway
here's the poem.
And a woman who held a babe
against her bosom said, Speak
to us of Children.
And he said:
Your Children are not your
children.
They are the sons and (laugh.
ters of Life's longing for itself.
They come through you but
not from you,
And though they are with
you, yet they belong not to you.
You may give them your love
but not your thoughts,
For they have their own
thoughts.
You may house their bodies
but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the
hause of tomorrow,
Which you cannot visit, not
even in your dreams.
You may strive to be like
them, but seek not to make
them like you.
For life goes not backward
nor tarries with yesterday.
You are the bows from which
your children as living arrows
are sent forth.
The Archer sees the mark up-
on the path of the infinite, and
He bends you with His might
that His arrows may go swift
and far.
Let your bending in the ar-
cher's hand be for gladness;
For even as He loves the ar-
teat: row that flies, so He loves also
1 the bow that is stable.
LOST & POUND
LOST: Lemon and white fe-
male pointer bird dog, about
one year old. Call 753-5082.
J-10-C
LOST: Man's Omega watch at
'Ken-Lake beach. Reward offer-
ed. Phone 762-2423. J-14-P
DIVORCE GRANTED
LONDON WO - The wife of
one of the great train robbers
was granted a divorce Friday
on grounds that her husband's
crime constituted legal cruelty.
The judge made the award to
Mrs. Helen Mary Welch, whose
husband, Robert, was senten-
ced to 30 years in prisoan in
1984 for his part in the $7.3
million robbery of a mail train.
Nlore than four-fifths of earth's
animals live in the sea, says the
National (;eographie.
EIGHT ARRESTED
STOCKHOLM CPI - Eight
Americans, four of whom iden-
tified themselves as U. S. de-
serters, were arrested Friday
for disturbing Fourth of July
ceremonies at the U. S. Embas-
sy in Stockholm. Police said
tthe youths shouted anti-Amer-
ican slogans and refused to
leave the embassy lawns.
STUDENTS BURN FLAG
SYDNEY, Australia 11PD - Stu-
dents protesting U. S. involve-
ment in Vietnam broke into
the grounds of the U. S. Con-
sulate and burned an American
flag Friday night. Then they
surged toward a downtown ho-
tel where an American Inde-
pendence Day ball was under-
way, but police stopped the
march.
C.. *
The bobcat is found in east-
rn North Americayfrom Canada
to Metico.
1959 FOUR-SPEED BMW. Phone
753-9021. .3-10-NC
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper
motorcycle, 1200 cc. Engine re-
cently overhauled. Phone 753-
4620. 3-1
CHIHUAHUA male dog, four
months old. Call 753-4338.
J-11-C
1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
machine in nice desk. This ma-
chine makes many fancy de-
signs, buttonholes, embroider-
ies, monograms, plus much
more without using attachments.
Small 'balance of only $54.89
or $5.06 per month. 10 year
guarantee. For free home trial,
call Paducah collect, 442-8605.
3-15-C
1969 AUTOMATIC twin-needle
zig-sag sewing machine that
sews creative designs, sews over
pins, sews on buttons, hooks;
eyes and snaps, plus all other
sewing jobs without using at-
tachments. 20-year guarantee
Priced at only $33.95 or as lit-
tle as $4.19 per month. For
free home trial call Paducah
collect, 442 8605. 3-15-C
ONE ELECTRIC clothes dryer,
one year old. One 30 gal elec-
tric hot water heater, table
top. One gas cook range, price











THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
RECEIVES HONORS - Bill Crosswy, center, supervisor of music for Henry County
Schools, rocoivos a plaque for outstanding services as band director and a lifetime mom-
borship in the Murray State Alumni Association from Lewis Wallis, right, new band par-
ents president, and Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the Fine Arts Department at hiSU.
(Photo by Harold Huggins, courtesy of the Paris Post-Intellingencer)
126 County
(Continued From Page One)
school year. There were 6,631
students enrolled at Murray
State during the spring semes
ter.
A total of 165 students made
a perfect scholastic standing of
all A's during the spring term.
The previous high of honor
roll students for a spring sem-
ester was 899 in 1968.
Murray State's honor roll is
the equivalent of what many
other colleges call the dean's
list, Requirements for the list-
ing vary, however, in different
schools.
To be named to the honor ro
at Murray State a student mu
make a 33 grade point avenae county are 38c property tax, .38
of a 4.0 possibility, 
on bank shares and $2.00 poll
Among the honor roll stu-
dents listed are the following
from Calloway County.
Martha 0. Adams, Twila
Adams, Larry R. Alexander, Joe
H. Allbritten, Nancy I. Biker,
Shirley J. Bazzell, Rita Belcher,
Kathleen Berry, John Bilbrey,
Wanda Billington, Carol Boaz,
Marolyn Bogard, Lance Booth,
Loretta Boyd, Melanie Boyd,
Leslie Brandon, Barbara Brown,,
Lillie Brown, Sheila Bucy, Sha-
ron Cathey, Diana Cavitt, Carol
UTILITY TAX, . .
(Continued From Page One)
thirty days after passage of the
tax.
Both William B Miller, Coun-
ty School Superintendent and
Fred Schultz, City School Sup-
erintendent were present at the
meeting last night and present-
ed their budgets for the coming
school year.
Tax levies requested by the
city are 47.5 geners4purpose tax
on property, a special voted tax
of 6.8c, .38 on bank shares
and a poll tax of 82.00. This is
the same as last year with the
exception that the general pur-
pose is down 1.3c per $100.
The levies requested by the
tax. Here again the property tax
is down 1.3c.
The total ,income from pro-
perty taxes by the two school
systems was "frozen" in 1966
by the General Assembly. At
that time it was written into
the law that when property was
to be ss-sessed at 100 per cent,
the school systems were not to
have any more revenue than
they were presently receiving.
This oversight on the part of
the General Assembly makes it
impossible for the school aye.Champion, Carl Chester, Carol,
A. Chester, Bonita Chrisman. 
!ems to have a gradual increase
,William Chumbler, 
Lincia in income as total tax assess-
Clark, Donald Cleaver, Shirleylmens rise, due to normal ex-
Cochran, Janice Conley, Hew IL'pension of business and the gen
Cooper, Jan E. Cooper, Carol eral economy.
Cracraft, Jimmy Culpepper,
Randa Cunningham, Molly De-
vine, Linda Edmonds, James
Ella, David Fitts, Joe Forsee,
James Gantt, Larry Garland.
Pamela K. Garland, Wanda
Gough, Carl D. Hardie, Judith
Hargis, Susan Hargrove, Cathy
Harris, James W. Harris, Linda
K. Harris.
Walter Hartsfield, Marsha
Hendon, Paula Holliday, Donna
Honchul, Mary W. Hopson, Rus-
sell Howard, Ruth Howard, Ben-
jamin Humphrey, Ada S. Hut-
son, Gary W. Jacksbn, Baxter
Johnston, Constance Jones, Eve-
rett 0. Jones, Judy F. Kelso,
Sammy Knight, Edwin Larson,
Anna F. Latham, Linda T. Lilly,
Sharon Lockhart, Dorothy Lund,
Donald Maley, Carol Mazak, Mi-
chael McDaniel, Janis McNeely.
Sherian Melvin, William Men-
ger, Evelyn D. Miller, Lita Mil-
ler, Patricia Miller, Stephen
Moody, Daphene Mowery, Paul
Myhill, Janet Nance, Susan
Nance, Brenda Nix, Mary J.
Oakley. Judy Ones', Max Out-
land, Judy C. Overbey, Judy E.
Overbey, Patricia Parker, Bev-
erly Paschall, L. W. Patterson,
Kim Pennington, Gayann Phil-
lips, Lou Ann Philpot, Julia Kay
Pinkley, Dar* Pittman, Betty
Powell, Ronnie Ragsdale,
Lana Reed, Audrey Richard-
son, Rebecca Robertson, Kath-
erine Ronna, William Ross, Lin-
da Ryan, Phyllis Saxon, John
R. Scott, Mary Shaw, Delores
Shelton, Alesia Smith, Philip
Smith, William Smith, Gary D.
Suiter, Dorothy Swann, Janice
Taylor, Susan Tesseneer, Jerry
Turner, Phyllis Underwood,
Larry Walston, George F. Ward,
Yvette Watson, Claude White,
Jimmy B. Wilson, Beverly S.
Young, Mary K. Youngerman.
Federal Hog
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service 7-9-69 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 909 Head, Barrows and
Gilts Steady to 25 cents High-
er; Sows, Steady to Strong.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.50-26.00,
Fe 1-2 $2600426.25;
ICS 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.00-25.50;
US 2-4 230-260 les $24.30-25.00;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $24.00-24.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20.75-21.50;
I'S 1-3 300-560 lbs $2000-20.75;








. . .let your dog bite the post-
man or servicemen.
. . .let your dog howl f o r
hours while you are gone.
Believe it or not, you, as a
dog owner, can control your dog
and make his life more pleasant
by doing so.
Wherever you move . .
Call the Welcome
Wagon hostess
She will bring her basket
of gifts and friendly






The only recourse left open za
the school systems is to lower
the tax rate in order to con-
form to the law. The city sys-
tem and the county system will
each lose about $8,000 they
would normally receive if they
were allowed to capitalize on
general growth and expansion
in the community.
The City School budget for
the next school year will be
$907,937.00. Mr. Schultz said
that the system will receive
$415,994 in taxes and $500,800
from the minimum- foundatidn
program. $17,200 is set up for
capital improvements.
The budget of the county sys-
tem was listed as $1,168,489.
The county system receives
$338,229 from local taxes and
$830,240 from state and Feder-
al sources.
The total of the two school
budgets in Calloway County a-
maunts to $2,116,406.
In other action the court ap-
proved the County Board of
Health tax levy of 1.7c per
$100, the same as last year. R.
L Cooper was present and made
the request for the board.
The Court voted to retire the
last endebtedness on the new
County Jail, The Court owes
$9,000 on the jail and this, plus
the interest, is expected to be
about $10,000. The new jail was
constructed by the Fiscal Court
with no tax increase and is con-
sidered one of the most m-dern
jails in the area.
For the first time decent faci-
lities are provided for women
prisoners, and juveniles.
FREE PUPPIES
Mrs. H. H. Boggess, who lives
one mile east of the Penney
Store, has three little pups to
be given free as pets. These
pups have a full blooded Cock-
er Spaniel mother and a small
father. The pups will grow up
to be small dogs and should
make excellent pets. Call Mrs.
Boggess at 753-1965 if you want
one.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Although DDT dichloro-diphc
fly! trichloro - ehtane was die
cot cred in 1874 it was not app
lied as an insecticide until 1939
(Continued From Page One)
whose district the bridge is lo-
cated, told Mrs. Grogan that the
court had only so much money
to spend on the over 200 miles
of roads and numerous bridges
in the county. The court is try-
ing to maintain the reads and
bridges on about $100,000 a
year, he continued, and there
is just not enough money to re-
pair and replace bridges in a
Mrs. Grogan told the court
that she felt it would be unwise
to replace the bridge as it was
since every rain washes out
some part of the bridge or
makes it dangerous to cross.
She pointed out that school bus-
es use the bridge constantly and
that it is a dangerous situation,
even when the bridge is in good
condition:
Mr. Brandon said that there
are a number of dangerous
bridges in the county and that
in one area the children dis-
mount from the school bus, al-
low the bus to cross the bridge
empty, then get back in to con-
tinue the trip to school.
He said that the county does
not have the money with which
to properly repair or construct
bridges in the county.
Mrs. Grogan pointed out that
at the location where some
young people recently ran off
of a bridge just north of here,
that the car is still in the creek
and is now wedged up against
the bridge abuttment. Sooner or
later, she said, the water will
continue to push against the
car until this bridge too is wash-
ed away.
The court told Mn. Grogan
and Mrs. Lavin* that the bridge
would be repaired however it
would most probably be put
back in the same shape it was
before it was .bsoken down by
the milk track. -
Repair Of
Swim Team
(Continued From Page Ono)
Shown, Seth Alan Warner, Da-
vid Keller, Brett Warner, Lynn
Sullivan, Nick Hibbard, Robbie
Hibbard, Mark Thurman, Mi-
chele Richardson, Jana Jones,
and Lee Arm Boone.
Other Calloway members re-
ceiving ribbons for competition
and exhibition were Jill Austin,
Tammy Boone, Beth Richardson,
Mary Ann Littleton, John Hart,
Bryan Warner, Brad Boone, Ted
Forrest, Marilyn Doran, Carolyn
Shown, and Gwen Purdom.
Jerry Crites is the swimming
coach for the Calloway team.
Their next meet will be with
Russellville here on Monday,
July 14. at one p.m.
Mrs. Smith
(Continued From Page One)
Mollye Robertson Canon of Cal-
loway County.
She is survived by her his-
band, Rudy Smith, a retired
mail man, and they had been
married about fifty-eight years.
She is also survived by two
brothers, R. M. Canon of Mur-
ray and E. H. Canon of Bowl-
ing Green, and several nieces
and nephews.
Mrs. Smith was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at three p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-




A preliminary hearing on a
rape charge against James Ar-
thur Smith was continued in Pa-
ducah City Court Monday night
when the witnesses for the pros-
ecution failed to appear.
The hearing was reset for
Monday night, July 14.
The 20-year-old Smith, who
gave his address as 2834 Yeiser
St., is charged in connection
with the multiple rape of a 15-
year-old Livingston County girl
on the night of June 30.
City Prosecutor Mike Livings-
ton asked for the continuance
when it became clear the girl
and her 17-year-old boy friend,
who was with the girl when she
was abducted from a Paducah
drive-in, would not be in court.
- Two other youths also have
been charged in connection with
the case. Billy Mash, 14, and
Carl Burns, 16, both of Paducah,
are scheduled to appear in Mc-
Cracken County Court Wednes-
day when they will face a total
of four charges apiece.
Each of the two juveniles is
charged with two counts of
armed robbery, two counts of
unlawful arrest and imprison-
ment, one count of carnal know-
ledge of a female over 12, ,and
one count of taking and operat-
ing a motor vehicle without the
consent of the owner.
Alonzo Williams of Lone Oak The Yeti- Ia.- a p- roteeted game,'
officiating. animal in New Mexico and may
Pallbearers will be Ralph be hunted by license only in the
Onyx Ray, J. W. Wilson, prover season.
proper manner. Carnie Hendon, Connie Ford, * * *
Will Higgins Whitman, Max
Hurt, and Pat she... The population of India as of
Burial will be in the Murray April 1, 1969, was 532,714,246
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
Swim Team At
(Cont'vued From Page One)
Lions Elect
International President
W. R. Byran of Doylestown,
Ohio, was elected President of
Lions International at the As-
sociation's 52nd Annual Con-
vention in Tokyo, Japan, July
2-5. Serving as the 53rd Presi-
dent of the world's largest
humanitarian organization,
Bryan leads some 910,000
members in 23,300 clubs lo-
cated in 145 countries and geo-
graphic areas- throughout the
world.
Lions International is best
known for its aid to the blind
and sight conservation activi-
ties, international relations
programs, and its many ccs'in-
niunity service projects.'Tnite
Mankind Through Lionism'
will be the primary theme dur-
ing his 1969-1970 Presidential
Year, with special emphasis on
youth programs and the im-




There are about 12,000 living
species of birds.-
News. *Mr.; Soorts Bronco
Tarzan Here Come the Brides
Terries Here Come the Brides
Hawaii Five0
9 11 114f itrinThot Hawaii Five 0






WEDNZSDAY — JULY 9j
TELEVISION SC 
WSM-TV W C-Ti
Chaanel 4 flame! Chastest I
• WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS
•tot News. Witt' Sots
Ng :30 The Viroinlan
.0 :011 TM Virginian
/ :30 The Vhstinien The Good Guys ster King Family
O :00 The Music Hall Ileverly Hillbillies 
Movie.














5 O Worshiss Country Journal 
€ -00 Morming Show CBS News
ID 30 Moulin,. Show  Country Junction 
Peently Muter
.0 .C43 Today: Wear
r 30 Today 
I :00 Today; Whir,
re Today
0 AO It Takes Two Mike Douglas Shea Lucy Show
7 :30 Concentration Mike -15pugleS Show Hazel 
Ift :00 Personellty Andy 
of maysorri sorooro moor. show
‘r :30 Hollywood Squares Dick Vain Dyke Show Barbara Moore Show
Bewitched
That Girl100 Jeoordv1 ::2 Es. Guess
Country Junction Bozo I=
Junction, WIN,. dews
Captain Kangaroo Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo Um Shim
Love of Life; Mows
Search tor Tomorrow
THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
O  Show12 :2 trer, 
• :00 Days of Our Live'
▪ :30 DoCtOrs
2 :00 Another World:30 Yoe Don't Say
NeWs: Stnging Lam










One Lite To Live
2 Match Game, New. Linkletter Show
a - 30 Flintstones Gilligan's Islend
Dark Shadows
Mr. Ed




C - DO Summer Afternoon Movie











00 News ; Wthr.; Spin. News; Whir.: 5D0f t
30 Daniel Boone Animal World
bronco
Flying Nun
00 Daniel Boone Prisoner
-30 Ironside Prisoner TEiteVitgig
00 Ironside Movie:
-30 Dragnet 196g "Clash By Night"
'00 Dean Martin Show Movie
30 Dean Marlin Show Movie
This Is Torn Jones
This Is Tom Jones
It Takes A Thief
It Takes A Thief
M Mows: Yoh, - Soor h News, *Mr : Sports
'30 Terilspht Show Movie:
- OD Tonight Show "War Drums"










girls' free-style relay team. All
won their events against the
Paducahans.
Making up the 8-year-old
boys' team were: Vince a n d
Clay Furches, Lee Hopkins and
Mike Pitman. The girls' team
in the same class, in addition
to Robin Ray, is composed of
Pam Johnson, Lisa Hopkins and
Debbie Henry.
The girls' free-style relay
team is made up of the same'
group of 8-year-old girls.
Other members of the Oaks
team winning ribbons in the Pa-
ducah meet included:
Eight-year-old girls: Sharon
Outland and Betsy Gore.
Ten and under boys: Kevin
Shahan, Chip Furches, Don
Henry, Tim Giles, Kelly Seale,
and Kevin Ray
Ten and under girls: Laura
Hopkins. r
Twelve and under boys Ty
ler Seale" Howard =Giles. J_ 
Pitman and Kevin Lawson.
Twelve and under girls. Les,-
ley Furches, Connie LawsonDropping Traca Walker, and Pam Hopk
it — with animals has progress-
ed to the point that the city
of Murray has, in the space of
a year, acquired two pet shops
and a third veterinarian. "So
what?" one might ask.
Pets have such an impact on
our lives that it is fully time
to consider some of the pro-
blems involved in owning
"pets." Iwarit to thank the Led-
ger & Times for the space de-
voted to an increased knowledge
of and understanding of pets
and people.
After forcing food and milk
down the throats of four feeble
kittens this past weekend, I
must stress before anything
else: PLEASE DO NOT DROP
BABY ANIMALS! H One of the
greatest crimes toward animals
we call our pets is the unneces-
sary cruelty of "dropping"
them. Not only can these babies
not fend for themselves, they ,
are subject to auto accidents
that may either kill or maim
them; they fall prey to larger
animals and a multitude of dis-
eases; they generally die slow
ly, painfully. If you cannot kill
them quickly, please ditilitt kill
them slowly by dropping them
If you have baby animals that
you do not want, call me, call
the Ledger & Times, call the
vet, call someone who cares!
Besides the guilt that will be
on your conseience for dropping
those babies, remember: some
dark nigin a big black cat may
eat you up.
And front Purina come the
following rules on "Being a
Good Dog Neighbor."
DON'T
det your dog roam the
neighborhood.
. .let your dog bark exces
sively.
. . .let your dog soil your
neighbor's lawn




































1/4- Pork Loin 
Fresh Sliced





















SURE JELL- 2 FOR 39'
JARS and LIDS
94°
FRESH ome Grown Corn Tomatoes
PRODUCE Ky. Wonder Pole Beans Squash —
Peaches and Apples
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